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Iterative M ultiuser D etection  W ith  Integrated Channel 




In present days the demand of high bandwidth and data rate in wireless com­
munications is increasing rapidly to accommodate multimedia applications, including 
services such as wireless video and high-speed Internet access. In this thesis, we 
propose a receiver algorithm for mobile communications systems which apply CDMA 
(Code division multiple access) as multiple access technique. Multiuser Detection and 
turbo coding are the two most powerful techniques for enhancing the performance of 
future wireless services
The standardization of direct sequence CDMA (DS-CDMA) systems in the third 
generation of mobile communication system has raised the interest in exploiting the 
capabilities and capacity of this type of Technology. However the conventional DS- 
CDMA system has the major drawback of multiple Access Interference (MAI).The 
MAI is unavoidable because receivers deal with the information which is transm itted 
not by a single information source but by several uncoordinated and geographically 
separated sources. To overcome this problem MUD is a promising approach to in­
crease capacity.
In practical mobile communication the week received signal levels in heavily coded 
system coupled with the time variant nature of the channels make the perfect chan­
nel knowledge assumption overly optimistic, specially in coherent detection scheme. 
Focusing on the uplink mobile communication system i.e., transmission from the mo­
bile users to a common base station ,we propose a iterative receiver performing pilot 
symbol aided channel phase and amplitude estimation as well as data  and channel 
symbol(coded data) estimation for coded transmission over m ultipath frequency se­
lective fading channel
We exploit a new powerful channel coding scheme named ” Turbo Coding” for for­
ward error correction for its iterative decoding approach. This receiver consists of a 
bank of matched filters followed by simplified minimum mean-squired error (MMSE) 
channel estimation filters for each user and each path  , multiuser channel symbol 
detection , and single user decoding .During the iteration, the latest improved soft 
estimates of path  weights and turbo coded channel symbols are used to calculate and 
cancel the interferences distorting channel estimation and channel symbol detection. 
The MMSE filter parameters are also calculated according to the decreasing interfer­
ence variance so with this receiver almost single user path weight estimation accuracy 
can be achieved with few number of iterations. Using this path  weight estimates , 
accurate channel symbol detection is performed ,based on maximum ratio combin­
ing of the matched filter output for the paths of other users. For additional gain in 
fast-fading channel, we use channel symbol estimate obtained in previous iteration
iv
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as reference values for channel estimation. By using all these techniques we achieve 
better performance than traditional systems for certain condition. .
T hesis  S u p erv iso r: Behnam Shahrrava
T itle : Assistant Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The need to communicate with others has always existed since the dawn of civilization. 
In primitive times different civilizations found different ways to communicate each 
others . In 1837 Samuel Morse invented the telegraph and by the end of the 19th 
century Gugliemo Marconi established what is considered the first successful and 
practical radio system. Nevertheless, it was not until the 1940s when commercial 
mobile telephony began and then the point where we can establish the first roots of 
cellular communications. W hat it is certain is tha t every major telecommunications 
company and manufacturer knew about the cellular idea by the middle 1960s.
It was the first time in the world tha t individuals started using what we think 
of as traditional, mobile cellular radio. Then in 1981 the first multinational cellular 
system took place in Europe, when the Nordic Mobile Telephone System (NMT450) 
began operating in Denmark, Sweden, Finland and Norway. Few years later other 
European countries were also operating radio telephone systems but with a major 
problem of incompatibility between each other. As a result, it brought about a new 
technology called Global System for Mobile communications (GSM) to build a uni­
form European wide cellular system in a new radio band (900 MHz). The system 
was designed to be fully digital with a new service tha t would incorporate the best
1
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thinking of the time. On the other hand, around 1990 North America carriers were 
facing problems of capacity due to the significant increase of customers and the few 
resources available. A partial solution to this problem soon came up when the North 
America cellular network incorporated the IS-54B standard (updated afterwards as 
IS-136). The IS-54 increased capacity by digital means: sampling, digitizing, and 
the multiplexing conversations, using a technique called time-division multiple access 
(TDMA). This method separated calls by time, placing parts of individual conver­
sations on the same frequency, one after the next. It tripled call capacity. In the 
early 1990s the cellular telephone deployment was already world wide offering a wide 
variety of wireless services. In America the leading technology was IS-54 while GSM 
dominated in Europe and many other countries. W ith a slightly different direction 
Japan went with Japanese Digital Cellular (or Personal digital Cellular) in 1991. All 
these early digital schemes were using TDMA. Nevertheless, as a result of the boom­
ing of cellular business, by 1993 in North America were again running out of capacity, 
despite the movement to IS-54.
In 1994 Qualcomm proposed a cellular system and standard based on spread 
spectrum technology to increase capacity. It was called IS-95 . This code-division 
multiple-access (CDMA) based system would be all digital and promised a significant 
increased in capacity over existing cellular systems. In late 1990s even more wireless 
channel were needed in America. Existing cellular bands had no more room. New 
services and many more frequencies were needed to handle all the customers. So a 
new block of higher frequencies in the radio spectrum was licensed for wireless use. 
After much study the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) started auction­
ing spectrum in the newly PCS (Personal Communication Service) band . PCS were 
all digital using TDMA or CDMA. By now the trend is to form a global standard 
for mobile communications . In this direction different regulatory organizations such 
as the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) and European Telecommunica-
2
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tions Standards Institute (ETSI) are coordinating global telecommunication networks 
and services. As a result huge importance has been given to the development of new 
technology such as the third generation of mobile communications systems known as 
Universal Mobile Telecommunication Systems (UMTS) in Europe and International 
Mobile Communications (IMT-2000) elsewhere, or with the generic term 3G world­
wide . 3G systems aim to provide enhanced voice, text and data  services to the 
user. The main benefit of the 3G technologies will be substantially enhanced capac­
ity, quality and data rates than are currently available. This will enable the provision 
of advanced services transparently to the end user (irrespective of the underlying net­
work and technology, by means of seamless roaming between different networks) and 
will bridge the gap between the wireless world and the com puting/Internet world, 
making inter-operation apparently seamless.
The third generation networks should be in a position to support real-time video, 
high-speed multimedia and mobile Internet access. All this should be possible by 
means of highly evolved air interfaces, packet core networks, and increased avail­
ability of spectrum. Currently programs such as ACTS (Advanced Communications 
Technologies Services) will strive to ensure th a t current mobile services are extended 
to include multimedia and broadband services and tha t convenient light weight, com­
pact and power efficient terminals adapt automatically to whatever air-interference 
parameters are appropriate to the user’s location, mobility and desired services.
1.1 W ireless C om m unications
Wireless communication is presently used widely in many communication systems: 
mobile telephony, satellite networks, digital radio/television broadcasting, fixed wire­
less local loops, etc. Particularly, wireless mobile communications has exploded in 
popularity because of the fact tha t it simplifies and revolutionists communications.
3
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The mobile communications gives the ability to customers to provide instant connec­
tivity anytime and anywhere and also high-speed data  services to the mobile user. 
The quality and speeds available in the mobile environment must match the fixed 
networks if the convergence of the mobile wireless and fixed communication networks 
is to happen in the real sense. So, the challenges for the mobile networks lie in making 
the movement from one network to another as transparent to the user as possible and 
the availability of high speed reliable data  services along with high quality voice. A 
range of successful mobile technologies exists today in various parts of the world and 
every technology must evolve to fulfill all these requirements. In this work we are 
particularly interested in the cellular mobile environment, therefore, our attention 
will be primarily focused to this research area. Next section gives a brief introduc­
tion to the cellular concepts describing the general overview of this type of wireless 
communications.
1.1.1 Cellular Comm unications
A cellular mobile communications system uses a large number of low-power wireless 
transm itters to create cells which are the basic geographic service area of a wireless 
communications system. Figure 1-1,illustrates the structure of a cellular communi­
cation system. Each cell consists of a base station (BS) transm itting over a small 
geographic area usually depicted as an hexagon (the true shape of a cell is not a per­
fect hexagon due to constraints impose by the terrain). According to the density and 
demand of mobile users (MS) within a certain region, the cell size is determined. The 
base stations in turn  are connected to a central called the mobile switching center 
(MSC) which provides connectivity between the public switched telephone network 
(PSTN) and the base stations. Thus a global communication network is formed with 
PTSNs which connects the conventional telephone switching centers with MSCs all 
over the world.
4







Figure 1-1: Basic Cellular Structure
Interference is a big challenge for mobile users. To ensure th a t mutual interferences 
between users remains low, adjacent cells do not use the same radio frequency channel, 
then when a user moves out from a cell the call has to be transferred to another 
stronger frequency channel (which becomes the new cell where the user is moving 
in). This process is known as hand-off or hand-over, changing a call from one cell 
to another without being notice by the users. Another im portant concept inside the 
established cellular systems is the frequency planning or frequency reuse. Due to the 
reduce number of radio frequency channels available for mobile systems, a reuse of 
the frequency channels had to be implemented into the cellular concept. This reuse 
process means tha t the radio frequency channels used in one cell can also be reused in 
another cell some distance away. Usually clusters of cells (no frequency channels are 
reused in a cluster) are reused in a regular pattern during the entire coverage area as 
it shown in Figure 1-2, Hence, the frequency reuse factor in a system is determined 
by the available frequency channels.
5
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Figure 1-2: Cellular concept
1.1.2 M obile Cellular Environm ent
A cellular communication system provides with a full duplex communication between 
the mobile user and the base stations to carry through a normal conversation talk 
(back and forth). To achieve this type of radio transmission the mobile users and 
the base station both need circuitry to transm it on one frequency while receiving on 
another.
•  Downlink : The radio link from the base station to the mobile phone (BS to 
MS) is usually referred as Downlink (or forward link)
•  Uplink: The radio link from the Mobile phone to the base station (MS to BS) 
is usually referred as Uplink (or reverse link)
In the downlink, all the user’s signals are transm itted by the same single source, 
base station, therefore the signals received at each mobile terminal are synchronous. 
On the other hand, in the uplink the signals received in the base station are asynchro­
nous as now the transmissions are yielded by several uncoordinated and geographical 
separated sources (mobile users).The figurel-3 shows the two types of links.
6
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Figure 1-3: Uplink and Downlink of Cellular communications
In a cellular system interference is the major limiting factor in increasing capacity. 
Some of the interference sources are for example: other base station transm itting in 
the same frequency band, another mobile user in the same cell, a call in progress in 
a neighboring cell, impairments caused by the propagation of radio waves, etc. As a 
result, different type of system interference are yielded in the network. Among those 
interferences the most im portant are the following: Co-channel interference (CCI). 
This type of interference is caused by the interference between co-channel cells (cells 
with the same frequency channel) due to the frequency reuse. To reduce CCI, co­
channel cells must be separated by a minimum distance to provide sufficient isolation 
due to propagation distance. Adjacent channel interference (ACI). This other type 
of interference results when two frequency channel are adjacent in the frequency 
spectrum and one of them  is leaking into the passband causing interfering into the 
adjacent channel. ACI is mainly provoked by imperfect receiver filters. This problem 
can be minimized with a careful filtering and channel assignments (assigning channels 
to a cell which are not adjacent in frequency) Intersymbol interference (ISI).
When the signal travels through a channel, objects in the transmission path can 
create multiple echoes of the transm itted signal. These echoes occur at the receiver 
and overlap in successive time slots. This is known as intersymbol interference. Equal­
izers at the receiver can be used to compensate the effect of ISI created by m ultipath
7
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within time dispersive channels. Fading. One consequence of transm itting a signal 
through a time-varying m ultipath channel is to confront at the receiver with a signal 
fading (amplitude variations in the received signal). Hence not only the propaga­
tion delays but also the random impulse responses of the channel will provoke some 
attenuation and time spread of the signal transm itted. Thermal noise. Finally, the 
additive thermal noise is a factor tha t always corrupts a transm itted signal through 
a communication channel. Generally this thermal noise is assumed to be an additive 
white Gaussian noise (AWGN). Therefore, not only sophisticated systems are needed 
but also advanced signal processing techniques in the receivers are required to over­
come these type of interferences. Many mobile technologies exist today each having 
influence in specific parts of the world.
GSM, TDMA (IS 136), and CDMA (IS 95) are the main technologies in the second 
generation mobile m ark e t. GSM by far has been the most successful standard in terms 
of its coverage. All these systems have different features and capabilities. Although 
both GSM and TDMA based networks use time division multiplexing on the air 
interfaces, their channel sizes, structures and core networks are different. CDMA has 
an entirely different air interface. In the following sections a brief description of the 
existing standards in multiple access technologies.
1.1.3 M ultiple Access Channels
A multiuser communication system is a multiple access channel where a large number 
of users share a common communication channel to transm it information to a desig­
nated receiver. In general, multiple access systems require th a t messages correspond­
ing to different transm itting sources, which are sent simultaneously through the same 
communication channel, be separated in some fashion so th a t they do not interfere 
with one another. This is usually accomplished by making the messages orthogo­
nal to one another in the dimensions of frequency, time or space.Within the wireless
8
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communication there are several different ways in which multiple users can send in­
formation through the communication channel. The first multiple access technique 
implemented in cellular radio environment is known as frequency division multiple 
access (FDMA). FDMA is a method th a t divides the frequency band allocated for 
wireless cellular communication into frequency non-overlapping sub-channels. Each 
individual sub-channel can carry a voice conversation, or with digital service, carry 
digital data. Therefore, each subchannel can be assigned to only one user at a time 
(during the whole period of time for the call) as is shown in Figure 1-4 . Although 
FDMA is the only multiple access technique which can handle both analog and digital 
transmissions, an obvious disadvantage in FDMA is tha t the frequency spectrum is 
not used efficiently as no user can share the same frequency band at the same time 
and guard bands have to be maintained between adjacent signals spectra to mini­
mize cross talk between sub-channels. Clearly, it yields a constraint in the maximum 
bit rate per channel (an essential characteristic in future communication services) as 
increasing the bit rate requires to allocate more frequency channels for a user. Fre­
quency division multiple access (FDMA) FDMA is a basic technology in the analog 
Advance Mobile Phone Service (AMPS), the most widely installed cellular phone 
system in North America. Also it is used in other systems as the UK’s Total Ac­
cess Communication system (TACS), Nordic Mobile Telephone System (NMT450) 
and Nippon Telephone and Telegraph (NTT). These systems are often referred as 
the first generation analog cellular systems. A second generation of mobile commu­
nications brought along the technology to deploy digital communication to cellular 
radio environment. W ith this generation another method of multiple access appeared, 
namely time division multiple access (TDMA).
TDMA is a digital transmission technology th a t allows a number of users to access 
and share a common radio frequency (RF) channel without interfering by allocating 
unique time slots to each user within each channel. So different users can transm it or
9









Figure 1-4: Diversity Techniques
receive messages, one after the next in the same bandwidth but in different time slots. 
Figure 1.5 shows a general TDMA system structure. In addition to increasing the 
efficiency of transmission, TDMA offers a number of other advantages over standard 
cellular technologies. First and foremost, it can be easily adapted to the transmission 
of data as well as voice communication. Furthermore, it permits utilization of all 
the advantages of digital techniques: digital speech interpolation, source and channel 
coding, etc. Nevertheless, one of the disadvantages is tha t it requires a significant 
amount of signal processing for synchronization as the transmission of all users must 
be exactly synchronized. Additionally,TDMA needs guard times (the equivalent to 
guard bands in FDMA) between time intervals to reduce clock instabilities and trans­
mission time delay. Among those systems are the European Global System for Mobile 
communications (GSM) , the North America cellular network with the standard IS-54 
and the Japanese Digital Cellular (or Personal Digital Cellular) . Another multiple 
access technology which was designed to increase both the system capacity and the
10
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service quality is called code-division multiple access (CDMA).
CDMA is a form of spread spectrum technology, a family of digital communication 
techniques th a t have been used 9 Introduction in military applications for many years 
. It spreads the information contained in a particular signal of interest over a much 
greater bandwidth than the original signal a t the same data  rate. The capabilities 
of the spread spectrum technique for both anti-jam and low probability of undesired 
interception, make this technology suitable for multi-user applications.
Code division multiple access (CDMA) When CDMA is implemented in cellular 
systems, all users share a common channel in time and frequency. Figure 1-5 shows a 
general scheme of a CDMA system. CDMA has many forms, however direct sequence 
(DS) CDMA has been the method of choice as it is showed with its standardization 
(IS-95). In this scheme, each user modulates its data  with a special and unique code 
or spreading sequence (pseudo-random modulation), which allows the users’ data 
to be distinguished at the receiver. In contrast to FDMA and TDMA, where the 
users’ communication channels are separated in frequency or time, in a DS-CDMA 
system the users’ data  are distinguished by the separation (cross-correlation) between 
their spreading sequences. Then as long as there is sufficient separation between the 
codes the noise level, called multiple access interference or simply MAI, will be low 
enough to recover the desired user’s signal. Therefore, DS-CDMA can be either 
orthogonal or non-orthogonal depending on the spreading sequences. If orthogonal 
spreading sequences are used and it is assumed tha t there is no time delay caused by 
the communication channel, the received signals of the users appear as orthogonal. 
However, in practice this orthogonality is a very difficult task, if not impossible to 
achieve, due to the lack of precise synchronism and impairments in the communication 
channel.
CDMA systems are the now well accepted in the market for reducing cost and in­
crease quality of service . Since CDMA offers greater capacity and variable data rates
11
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Figure 1-5: Complete CDMA Communications system.
depending on the audio activity, many more users can be fit into a given frequency 
spectrum and higher audio quality can be provided. The current CDMA systems 
boast a t least three times the capacity of TDMA and GSM systems. The fact tha t 
CDMA shares frequencies with neighboring cell base stations allows for easier instal­
lation of extra capacity, since extra capacity can be achieved by simply adding extra 
cell sites and shrinking power levels of nearby sites. However, the demerits of CDMA 
is the complexity of deciphering and extracting the received signals, especially if there 
are multiple signal paths (reflections) between the mobile user and the cell base sta­
tion which yields ISI. So CDMA phones and cell site equipment are more expensive 
than TDMA equivalents.
1.2 O rganization o f th e  th esis
The organization of this thesis is as follows:
Chapter 2 discusses different types of channels and channel coding techniques for 
spread spectrum system.
Chapter 3 describes different coding schemes in detail with emphasis on the turbo 
code .
Chapter 4 describes the Iterative Decoding Algorithms in details with emphasis 
on Viterbi and MAP algorithm .
Chapter 5 describes the proposed model of turbo coded system in the Rayleigh
12
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faded channel without channel estimates. This is in fact the building block of our 
proposed receiver which is developed by Wang and Poor.
Chapter 6 develops the proposed model of the iterative channel estimation for the 
turbo coded DS-CDMA system .
Chapter 7 presents the simulation results showing performance comparison with 
the corresponding state-of-the-art methods.
Chapter 8 summarizes major accomplishments and identifies future research di­
rections.
13
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Chapter 2 
Channel M odel and FEC coded  
CDM A system s
The interest of this thesis is the analysis and design of advanced multiuser receivers for 
DSCDMA systems with forward error correction (FEC) coding. The main concern 
in this thesis is the application of the turbo multiuser detection principle in the 
receiver design to increase the system capacity. Hence, in order to establish and 
discuss the contributions of this thesis, it is necessary to present a description of 
the communication system of interest. This chapter gives a review of key concepts 
from the existing literature in order to firmly establish the setting for the following 
chapters.
2.1 Spread Spectrum  System s
Spread spectrum (SS) is a technique in which the intended data  signal occupies a 
much larger bandwidth than the minimum required to transm it tha t signal. This is 
accomplished by means of spreading the data signal with a unique code (wideband 
signal) which is independent of the data signal.See figure 2-1. The receiver, which is 
synchronised with the transm itter and with knowledge about the code, is then capable
14
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Figure 2-1: Spreading concept
of despreading and recovering the desired signal . The main param eter in a spread 
spectrum system is the processing gain or spreading factor (N) which is the ratio of 
the transm itted bandwidth to the information bandwidth .This param eter determines 
the number of users tha t can be allowed in a system, the amount of m ulti-path effect 
reduction, the difficulty to jam  or detect a signal, etc.
For spread spectrum FEC coded DS-CDMA systems systems it is advantageous 
to have a processing gain as high as possible.In a multiuser system where all users 
transm it spread spectrum signals at the same time, the receiver can still distinguish 
between users, providing th a t there is sufficiently low cross-correlation among the 
users spreading codes. When correlating the received signal with the code of a partic­
ular user, the data  signal of th a t user is only despread as its power is much larger than 
the remaining interfering power (other spread spectrum signals). At the receiver, the 
effect of cross-correlating the spreading code with a narrowband interference signal 
is to spread the power of the narrowband signal. Therefore, a rejection capability is 
achieved as the power of the interfering signal appears as background noise compared 
with the despread data signal. High time resolution is attained by the correlation de­
tection of wideband signals. Differences in the time of arrival of the wideband signal,
15
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Figure 2-2: CDMA Time domain representation
on the order of the reciprocal of the signal bandwidth, are detectable. This property 
can be used to suppress multipath effects. As the data signal is spreaded over a 
large frequency band, the power spectral density is getting very small. However the 
Gaussian noise level is the same as tha t of a narrowband signal of bandwidth. The 
probability tha t an undesired user can detect the message of another user is very low 
as the spreading codes are unknown. Also due to its low power spectral density, the 
spread spectrum signal is difficult to detect. In any situation the whole frequency 
spectrum is used and users can have access at any arbitrary time. Different spread 
spectrum techniques can be used in communications systems such as: Direct- Se­
quence (DS), Frequency-Hopping (FH), Time-Hopping (TH), Multi-Carrier CDMA 
(MCCDMA) and chirp modulation.
2.1.1 Direct Sequence System s
A direct sequence (DS) spread spectrum technique is performed by multiplying a 
radio frequency (RF) carrier and a pseudo-noise (PN) sequence also called PN code. 
First the PN code is modulated onto the data  signal, using one of several modulation
16






Figure 2-3: CDMA Frequency domain representation.
techniques (e.g BPSK, QPSK, etc). Then the PN modulated data  signal and the 
RF carrier are multiplied. This process causes tha t the RF signal to be replaced 
with a very wide bandwidth signal with the spectral equivalent of a noise signal. In 
the reception of the signal, the receiver must not only know the code sequence to 
despread the signal but also it requires to be synchronized with the code generator in 
the transm itter. Since the wide bandwidth of the PN codes allows us to reduce the 
amplitude spectrum to noise levels (without loss information), the generated signals 
appears as background noise in the frequency domain. The bandwidth of the data 
signal is basically spread by a factor , which is called processing gain in the DS/SS 
system. To illustrate the spread spectrum concepts, Figure 2-2, and Figure ??, show 
a sketch of the time-domain and frequency-domain representation of the signals in 
the DS/SS system with the pn sequence .
2.2 FE C  C oded C D M A
DS-CDMA system is one of the most widely used schemes as a multiple access sys­
tem.In a DS-CDMA system all users share the same communication channel over­
lapping the transm itted signals both in time and frequency. A general scheme of a 
FEC coded DS-CDMA system model for downlink is depicted in Figures below. The
17
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scheme shows a discrete-time DS-CDMA communication system with FEC coding 
for active users. FEC coded signals are treated in this work not only as a medium 
of resistance to the degradations introduced by the communication channel (physical 
medium) but also because it plays an essential role in the iterative multiuser receiver 
structures.
2.3 D S -C D M A  T ransm itter
A transm itter scheme consists of the FEC encoder and spreading functions for each of 
the users in the system. Now a days signal processing operations is widely used in any 
communication system like modulation and FEC coding. One of the reasons of using 
FEC coding is to increase the robustness of data  transmission over the FEC coded 
DS-CDMA systems distortions and disturbances of the physical channel (propagation 
of radio waves in free space). Since the physical channel provokes a degradation in 
the system performance, in terms of the bit error rate (BER), FEC coding is used 
to reduce the required signal to noise ratio (SNR) for a fixed BER. A measure of 
the advantage between a FEC coded system and an uncoded system is given by the 
FEC coding gain which makes alot difference in received data  . By this the system 
capacity is also incremented since a relaxation in the power budget is attained (i.e. a 
reduction in hardware costs, less transm itted power required, etc.).In the figure 2-4 
depicts a transm itter part of a FEC coded CDMA system.
2.3.1 Channel Coding
Out of several channel coding schemes we are only interested in those with an error 
control scheme. The basic function of error control coding in a digital communi­
cation system is to reduce the number of errors in the reception of a signal. The 
quantification of this is obtained by taking the ratio of the number of error bits to the
18
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Figure 2-4: FEC coded CDMA scheme
total number of bits received (BER). A type of error control coding named Forward 
Error Correcting coding (or FEC coding) is widely used in current communication 
systems which includes several cellular systems such as GSM . Hence, this work will 
be focused only to use this type of error control coding. The FEC encoder consists of 
the addition of redundant bits (called check or parity bits) to the transm itted data 
signal. This is done in such a way tha t at the receiver the channel decoder uses these 
redundant bits to correct errors yielded by the communication channel.
2.3.2 Spreading Sequences
The spreading sequences generation is the first step in understanding CDMA mobile 
communications. In cellular radio communication, the autocorrelation and the cross­
correlation properties of the spreading sequences are used to achieve multiple access 
communications. A receiver for a DS-CDMA system uses a synchronized replica of the 
spreading sequence used for a desired transm itter to recover the original information. 
This operation will cause tha t other transm itters signals (using different spreading 
sequences) to remain spread over the communication channel and will cause minimal 
interference to the desired signal due to the noise like properties of the spreading se­
quences. However, if correlation is not less, the MAI term  will dominate the correlator
19
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output. The MAI also increases with the number of users active in the system and is 
very susceptible to power variation among users using the conventional detector. MAI 
can cause high bit error rates and ultimately decrease system capacity. Although or­
thogonal se- In practice, pseudo-random or pseudo-noise (PN) sequences are used to 
spread the signal spectrum because they achieve several signalling properties such as, 
are easy to generate and are difficult to reconstruct from a short segment. To simplify 
the implementation, periodic PN sequences are employed. Hence, a PN sequence is 
a sequence of chips, which appears to be random but is in fact perfectly determin­
istic. In this class of sequences, there are maximal length sequences (m-sequences), 
gold codes and Kasami sequences which are used in current wireless systems. In this 
thesis we shall think about a DS-CDMA system with the use of short PN sequences. 
This comes from the fact tha t systems with long sequences are relatively unsuited 
for multiuser detectors. Although PN sequences are the choice for practical systems, 
unless otherwise stated, we will consider instead random codes as the main spreading 
sequences for the work presented in this thesis. The m ultipath effect in the prop­
erties of a spreading sequence (inter-chip interference) can be modelled by random 
sequences.The performance of a synchronous system with random sequences is on 
average the same tha t of an asynchronous system. W ith the purpose of comparison 
in the analysis and simulations to assess the system performance, orthogonal codes 
will be incorporated for some discussions.
2.4 C om m unications C hannel
The radio propagation channel is often the dominant factor limiting the performance 
of any wireless system. Modelling of wave propagation phenomena is the key to a 
successful state of the art design, because it provides mechanism to test and evaluate 
methods for mitigating the impairment effects before a single piece of expensive hard-
20




Figure 2-5: Tapped delay line Model
ware has to be built and validated . The impulse response of the channel is estimated 
in several different ways, for example using pilot channels. Therefore, the channel 
impulse response can be assumed to be known mainly because the radio propaga­
tion characteristics is not a problem addressed in this work. Studies in the effect of 
multipath for the downlink in a DS-CDMA system can be found in [?].
2.4.1 Stochastic Properties of Channel
The channel we assumed through out our thesis has definite stochastic properties.For 
simulating the random nature of the weight function gki(t',t) of the channel, the 
stochastic properties of the time varying path weights have been defined.Here we use 
the well-known GWSSUS model [43].
In GWSSUS the time-variant path weights are rotationally invariant complex­
valued Gaussian random variables .This assumption is justified because in general 
each far-field reflector comprises a large number of scatterers contributing to a re­
solvable path, while the reflection factors of distinct scatterers corresponding to the 
same particular path are independent. The time-varying path  weights are wide-sense 
stationary (WSS) random processes with respect to time t,The reflection factors con­
tributing to different propagation paths are mutually uncorrelated (US =  uncorre­
lated scattering) resulting in statistically independent Gaussian path  weight processes.
21
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Based on the GWSSUS model, throughout this work the particular case of zero-mean 
path weights whose magnitudes are Rayleigh distributed is considered and the path 
weight variances are chosen as s{\hiji{t)\2} — a 2hl, i  G (1 ,. . . ./} ,y G {l,....o} so tha t the 
variances of the 1th path  weight are equal for all inputs and outputs.Here the assump­
tion th a t no line of sight between any transm itter and receiver exists can be regarded 
as worst case scenario .Throughout this work tha t the path weights belonging to differ­
ent inputs and/or outputs is generated from mutually uncorrelated random processes. 
The autocorrelation <j)hm(At) = e{hj^i{t)h*Al{t -  A t)} , i  G {1 ,..../} ,;' G {l,....o} 
modeled by the well-known Jakes model [19]. T hat is, the autocorrelation reads
0«w(A*) =  a h J o ^ n fd A t ) ,  I G {0....., L  -  1} (2.1)
where J0(-) denotes the Bessel function of the first kind of order zero and fd desig­
nates the maximum Doppler frequency fd = f c^  f a  cq, vm are the carrier frequency, 
the speed of light and the relative velocity between transm itter and receiver, respec­
tively. The maximum Doppler frequency is assumed to be equal for all paths in order 
to reduce the degrees of freedom in the studies. Besides this, applying this model 
for the uplink in a mobile system, i.e., for transmission scenarios where the channel 
inputs are generated by mobile terminals whereas the outputs are the signals received 
at the antennas of a base station.
2.4.2 The Com plex Gain Generator
The following three properties must hold for the complex gain generator tha t would 
be used in to the tap-gain of tapped delay line model
• The Real and the imaginary parts of the generated complex gain must be inde­
pendent and Gaussian, having the same autocorrelation.
•  Different complex gain generators (corresponding to different taps in the TDL
22
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model) must be independent.
•  The autocorrelation function must be the one given in equation (2.1).
Two of the most widely used methods for complex gain generation are Jakes Method 
and the method of Filtered W hite Noise.
2.4.3 Jakes Fading M odel
Here Jakes Method [19] is used. Basically, Jakes Method works by simulating the 
physical model of isotropic scattering. It assumes tha t there are N equi-spaced scat­
terers around the mobile, all with the same gain. However, the phase angle associated
where, is the random phase 0* is the arrival angle. Through careful m ath­
ematical derivation, we can prove tha t Jakes Method does in fact hold the three 
properties given above (In particular, Property 2 is only satisfied if no two complex 
gain generators share the same arrival angles,ie,0j.
An example of a Rayleigh fading envelope is given in figure 2-6 The Doppler shift 
for this plot is 100 Hz. The Doppler shift determines the rate at which the fading 
changes. Here the magnitude periodically drops down to a very low level. This is 
called a deep fade. The effects of a deep fade can be devastating to a receiver. The 
m ultipath channel can help combat the fading because more than one independently 
fading signal is available to the receiver. The probability tha t every path is in a deep 
fade is much less than the probability tha t one path is in a deep fade.
with each scatterer is chosen a t random. The following equation is used by Jakes 
Method to generate complex gain samples:
j[(/>i + 2 7 r /D t c°s(6 li )] (2 .2 )
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cos<u,t
g 0 + Jgq(t)
Figure 2-6: Jakes fading simulation
2.4.4 Interleaving
The two main criteria in the design of an interleaver are 1) the minimum distance 
spectrum of the output and 2) the correlation between its input and output sequence. 
The interleaver has to create a large minimum distance spectrum and the correlations 
should be as low as possible. The second criteria is some times referred to as the iter­
ative decoding suitability (IDS). When the input and output stream of the interleaver 
are less correlated the performance of the iterative decoder improves in terms of BER. 
The choice of a good interleaver is especially im portant when small blocks are used 
. An interleaver is a permutation i th a t changes the order of a data stream. Each 
interleaver has its corresponding de-interleaver, tha t is able to restore the interleaved 
stream to its original order . The two types of interleavers tha t are considered are 
block interleavers and pseudo-random interleavers. A block interleaver is a matrix 
with a number of rows and columns. The data stream tha t has to be permuted, is 
written in this m atrix row by row. The perm utation is obtained by reading the data 
out of the m atrix column by column. A block interleaver with more rows and columns
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Figure 2-7: Jakes Fading (doppler shift 100 Hz)
is better able to fulfill the two criteria, than one with less rows and columns. Figure 
2-8 illustrates a block interleaver. A pseudo-random interleaver permutes the data 
by generating randomly a permutation matrix, in which the new order of the bits 
in the input stream is stored. When a longer input stream is used, the interleaver 
will be able to fulfill the two criteria even better. Since pseudo-random interleavers 
fulfill the two criteria better than a block interleaver, therefore only pseudo-random 
interleavers are considered
de-Kiterieaved data
I 1 2 I3 I4 I5 I 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 |!
l | 1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8 Interleaver
9 10 11 12 (*)
13 14 15 16
Interleaved data
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8 dedntefieaver
9 10 11 12 {«•’)
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Figure 2-8: interleaver concept
2.5 D S-C D M A  R eceiver
In this section we describe the conventional DS-CDMA detector structure with FEC 
decoding. In the particular case where the signals from different users are uncor-
25
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Figure 2-9: Receiver scheme
related, the conventional detector (or single-user detector) is optimum . However, 
in practise the signals from different users will be correlated which means tha t the 
conventional detector will be suboptimum.
2.5.1 Single-user D etector
Intersymbol interference has a significant impact in the capacity and performance of 
the conventional detector. This drawback arises as the conventional detector follows 
a single-user strategy which treats other users as noise. Due to the problem with the 
conventional detector mentioned above, a different type of detector has been derived. 
These detectors, which do not trea t other users as noise, but as digital signals are 
called multiuser detectors.
2.5.2 FEC D ecoding
The main decoding strategy for convolutional codes is based on the widely used 
Viterbi algorithm (VA) [18]. However, the introduction of turbo codes have brought 
an increased interest to another method of decoding, namely the maximum a pos­
teriori (MAP) algorithm [15] (also known as the BCJR algorithm). There are a 
few im portant difference between these two approaches. For instance, the VA is a 
maximum likelihood algorithm tha t finds the most probable data sequence th a t was
26
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transm itted, while the MAP algorithm finds the most probable data  bit to have been 
transm itted given a coded sequence. The MAP algorithm considerably more complex 
than the VA.In Chapter 4 we discuss in details about these decoding algorithms.
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Chapter 3 
Turbo Coding Operation and 
Principles
3.1 T he C hannel C oding T heory
Shannon proved tha t an arbitrarily reliable communication over an AWGN channel 
can be achieved by using coding techniques. Since his theorem, many different coding 
schemes have been developed. Each scheme has its advantages and disadvantages, 
e.g. a coding scheme might achieve very low bit error probabilities but can have 
a high computational complexity. The family of codes tha t are used to detect and 
correct bit errors are called Forward Error Correcting (FEC) codes. They can be 
split up into two categories: convolutional- and block codes. Convolutional codes 
are used on serial data, one or a few bits at a time, while block codes are used on 
long message blocks, which are typically build up out of more than 100 bytes of 
data. The first FEC code was a single error correcting Hamming block code. Until 
Viterbi [18]launched his famous maximum likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) 
algorithm for decoding a convolutional code, convolutional error correcting was not 
tha t popular . The Viterbi algorithm can be used for decoding/analyzing any process
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tha t is a markov finite state machine. Another famous block codes are BCH(Bose- 
Chaudhuri-Hochquenghem) codes and special subsets of them, like Reed-Solomon 
(RS) codes. In turbo architectures convolutional codes are used, so next section 
we will focus on convolutional codes. The Viterbi decoder will also be discussed in 
next chapter because of its resemblance with a maximum aposteriori (MAP) decoder, 
which is discussed in chapter 5 and 6 and is used in turbo architectures.
3.2 Som e C oding B asics
Reliable communication can take place at minimum required SNR(signal to noise 
ratio) if long random codes can be used. But in practical situation truly random 
codes are not possible as they need some structure to decode them.Cyclic block code 
, convolution code and turbo code all has underlying structure to decode them but 
when we make codes as random as possible there gain increases.
3.2.1 Block Codes
Block code was one of the popular channel coding technique for a long time. In this 
scheme, a low density generator m atrix is used to linearly encode a block of data 
before transmission of the signal. The receiver uses a message passing algorithm to 
decide in favor of the correct codeword. The high complexity of the algorithm is a 
drawback of this type of encoding technique.
3.2.2 Parity-check Codes
Some parity-bits are added with the data symbols which contains information of data 
bits in Parity check codes. Using this parity-bits as a constraint, the decoder can 
decide whether the received data bits are correct or not. The scheme is still used in 
some simple data  communication system where the random effect of the channel is
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very not seen
3.2.3 Ham m ing Codes
In Hamming codes, the codes maintain a minimum Hamming distance in the constel­
lation diagram. The receiver decides in favor of the nearest code from the received 
signal sample. As the coding gain found in this technique is very low, this coding is 
no longer used in the practical field.
3.2.4 Convolution Codes
A convolutional encoder can be described as a markov finite state machine which takes 
input as data bits and provides outputs as codebits. An encoder can be represented in 
different ways, with a generator matrix, a generator polynomial, a logic table, a state 
diagram, a tree diagram or a trellis diagram. A convolutional encoder is normally 
represented with its generator polynomial, state diagram and/or its trellis diagram. 
Convolutional encoders are normally implemented by a set of linear shift registers 
and modulo-2 adders. The code rate of an encoder is given by k /n ,  where k is the 
number of input databits and n is the number of output codebits. Figure /refencoder 
illustrates a encoder tha t generates a rate 1/2 convolutional code. D atabits are shifted 
into the shift registers
via connection u l.T he memory elements of the shift register are connected to a 
modulo-2 adder, where we get the output codebits. There are two modulo-2 adders, 
so two output codebits are produced for one input databit, hence we have a rate 
1/2 convolutional encoder.The elements of the shift register th a t are connected to 
the modulo-2 adders, is determined by the generator polynomial. The generator 
polynomial for output code bit o2 is g2 =  1 +  D  +  D 2. .When in a convolutional 
encoder like in the figure 3-1 codebit ol is directly connected to the input databit 
u l, this encoder is called a Systematic Convolutional Encoder (SC). Convolutional
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g 2 = 1 + D  + D2 =[1  1 1]
> 0
Figure 3-1: RSC Encoder
Encoders which has no input databits directly connected to the output code bits, are 
called Non- Systematic Convolutional Encoders (NSC).
When the number of inputs are added to the memory constraint length, the actual 
Constraint Length for the encoder can be found . The encoder in figure 3-1,u = 3. 
The entire generator polynomial G(D) for the SC encoder is,G(D) =  [1,1 +  D  +  D 2].
If a convolutional encoder has a large constraint length, the codewords it produces 
are more complex and thus more powerful, because a large constraint length results in 
codewords which have a large Hamming distance. A large code rate will also produce 
more complex codewords, although the amount of redundancy added with a higher 
code rate is also higher. RSC the recursive systemic encoders have a feedback poly­
nomial, which connects some of the elements of the shift register through a modulo-2 
adder to the input of the shift register. See figure3-2 for an arbitrarily example of a 
rate 1/2 RSC encoder with a generator matrixG(-D) =  [1, l+̂ p —\
RSC encoders has infinite impulse response HR as they have feedback connection. 
This results in an infinite response of ones and zeros, when an input stream is given 
tha t consists of Os with only one 1. In this way an input dataword with a very
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Figure 3-3: State Diagram
low Hamming distance, results in a codeword with an infinite Hamming distance, if 
you wait infinitely long. The only way to term inate the RSC encoder is to get it 
back into its all-zero state. This can be achieved by sending it a suitable term inating 
dataword.The convolutional encoder can also be represented as a state diagram, which 
shows for every input into the shift register, to which state the shift register will go 
next. The state diagram of the encoder in figure 3-1 is shown in figure 3-3. A 
transition caused by a 0 as input is shown by the solid lines, while a transition caused 
by a 1 as input is shown by the dashed lines. The lines are called branches. The 
outputs of the encoder is also shown for every transition or branch. The first bit is 
output o l and the second bit output o2.
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The number of possible jumps from one state to another state is limited. Thus 
the databits in a dataword encoded with a convolutional encoder follow a certain 
path through the state diagram of the encoder.When an encoder is not terminated, 
it is called truncated and when an encoder is term inated to a state, the decoder 
needs smaller block-lengths to decode the codebits with the same reliability as for a 
truncated encoder.
3.2.5 Turbo Code
Turbo coding was proposed in 1993 by Berrou, Glavieux and Thitimajashima, [3] 
which shows excellent coading performance. The information sequence is encoded 
twice, with an interleaver between the two encoders serving to make the two encoded 
data sequences which is statistically independent of each other. Half la te  Recursive 
Systematic Convolutional (RSC) encoders are used, with each RSC encoder producing 
a systematic output which is equivalent to the original information sequence, as well 
as a stream of parity information. The two parity sequences can then be punctured 
before being transm itted along with the original information sequence to the decoder. 
This puncturing of the parity information allows a wide range of coding rates to be 
realised, and often half the parity information from each encoder is sent. Along with 
the original data sequence this results in an overall coding rate of 1/2.
At the decoder two RSC decoders are used. Special decoding algorithms must 
be used which accept soft inputs and give soft outputs for the decoded sequence. 
These soft inputs and outputs provide not only an indication of whether a particular 
bit was a 0 or a 1, but also a likelihood ratio which gives the probability tha t the 
bit has been correctly decoded. The turbo decoder operates iteratively. In the first 
iteration the first RSC decoder provides a soft output giving an estimation of the 
original data  sequence based on the soft channel inputs alone. It also provides an 
extrinsic output. The extrinsic output for a given bit is based not on the channel
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input for tha t bit, but on the information for surrounding bits and the constraints 
imposed by the code being used. This extrinsic output from the first decoder is used 
by the second RSC decoder as a-priori information, and this information together 
with the channel inputs are used by the second RSC decoder to give its soft output 
and extrinsic information. In the second iteration the extrinsic information from the 
second decoder in the first iteration is used as the a-priori information for the first 
decoder, and using this a-priori information the decoder can hopefully decode more 
bits correctly than it did in the first iteration. This cycle continues, with at each 
iteration both RSC decoders producing a soft output and extrinsic information based 
on the channel inputs and a-priori information obtained from the extrinsic information 
provided by the previous decoder. After each iteration the Bit Error Rate (BER) in 
the decoded sequence drops, but the improvements obtained with each iteration falls 
as the number iterations increases so tha t for complexity reasons usually only between 
4 and 12 iterations are used.
3.3 Turbo Encoder
The general structure of turbo encoders is shown in 5-2 An interleaver is placed 
between the encoders although two component codes are used to code the same 
input bits. Generally Recursive Systematic Convolutional (RSC) codes are used as 
the component codes.It is possible to employ more than two component codes. In 
this chapter we concentrate entirely on the standard turbo encoder structure using 
two RSC codes. The outputs from the two component codes are punctured and 
multiplexed. Usually both component RSC codes are half rate, giving one parity 
bit and one systematic bit output for every input bit. In order to have an overall 
coding rate of one half, half the output bits from the two encoders must be punctured. 
The arrangement used here is to transm it all the systematic bits from the first RSC
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Figure 3-4: Turbo Encoder
encoder, and half the parity bits from each encoder.The systematic bits are rarely 
punctured, since this degrades the performance of the code more dramatically, than 
puncturing the parity bits.
Figure 3-1 shows the K =3 RSC code tha t is used as the component codes in 
our simulations. This code has generator polynomials 7 and 5.Parallel concatenated 
codes had been well investigated before Berous breakthrough 1993paper [3], but im­
provement in performance tha t turbo codes archives is because of the interleaver 
used between the encoders, and because recursive codes were used as the component 
codes.It is believed th a t turbo codes have a performance gain proportional to the 
interleaver length used. However the decoding complexity per bit does not depend on 
the interleaver length. Therefore extremely good performance can be achieved with 
reasonable complexity by using very long interleavers. However for speech transmis­
sion, extremely long frame lengths are not practical because of the delays. Therefore 
we have also investigated the use of turbo codes in conjunction with short frame 
lengths.
In fact the turbo in turbo-codes, does not apply to the code itself, but to the 
iterative way of decoding. The title Turbo is taken from the principle of the turbo 
engine. Inside a turbo engine, exhaust gasses are used to blow more air into the 
engine. Together with more fuel this gives more power to the engine. Since in turbo 
decoding, the output of the decoding process is also re-used to give more power to 
the system in total, they gave it the name turbo-codes. In the turbo engine, however 
the output of the engine is given as an input back to it. In turbo coding the input of
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a decoder should not be its own output, since it already knows its own output and 
so there is no gain to achieve. The turbo concept can thus be used when there are 
two or more sources with information about the databit tha t should be decoded. The 
information contained in these two information sources, should be as uncorrelated as 
possible, to obtain the largest improvement in the decoding process. The obtained 
information from each of these sources is then iterated between the decoders of the 
information sources, until the correlation between the information is at its maximum. 
This can be determined real-time or the decoding process can be set at a fixed number 
of iterations. In turbo coding the two independent information sources are the coded 
original data-stream  and the coded interleaved data-stream. The interleaver has to 
guarantee the orthogonality between these two information sources. Orthogonality 
can also be achieved by using two different encoders, which produce different codes. 
So the turbo principle can be used anywhere where a decision about a system is needed 
and there exist two different uncorrelated sources of information about tha t system. 
When this is the case, a large performance increase can be achieved. The drawback 
is tha t iterating more than once over a set of decoders, requires more computational 
power.
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Chapter 4 
Iterative Decoding Algorithms
Recent developments in iterative decoding techniques based on turbo or low-density 
parity-check codes promise substantial gains over conventionally used partial response 
maximum likelihood detection methods. The main difficulties in incorporating iter­
ative decoding systems in existing commercial products are the complexity of the 
decoder, its size, and implementation of timing recovery, as well as possible error 
propagation. For estimating states of a Markov process there are two well known 
solution- Viterbi algorithm [18] and symbol by symbol MAP( Maximum A Posteriori 
algorithm [15].The Viterbi algorithm finds the most probable transm itted sequence x  
given the received sequence y,
x  =  arg{m axP[x|y]} (4.1)
X
The MAP algorithm attem pts to find the most likely transm itted symbol x, ,given 
the received sequence.
Xi  =  arg{m axF[xi|y]} (4.2)
x i
So VA minimizes the code word or frame error rate and the MAP algorithm minimizes 
the symbol error rate .
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y ? \ SISO A, ,
Decoder
Figure 4-1: Rate 1/2 RSC SISO decoder
In the figure 4-1 the SISO decoder takes soft decision form a posteriori log — 
likelihood^LLR) ratio of the form
A(dk) — In A decoding algorithm tha t accepts a priori information at its
input and produces a posteriori information a t its out put is called Soft Input Soft 
O utput (SISO) decoding algorithm.As shown in figure 4-1 a SISO decoder for a rate 
1/2 RSC code accepts three inputs , systemic, parity and a priori input.
4.1 T he V iterb i A lgorithm
For error free transmission ,dataword or the information bits are encoded and a code­
word is generated and sent over a communication channel.The receiver receives the 
channelword ,which is the modulated codeword corrupted by channel imperfections 
(noise, fading, inter symbol interference, etc.).This channel word needed to be de­
coded to obtain the corresponding dataword. The first practical decoder for decoding 
a channelword to a dataword, was introduced by Viterbi [18]. The Viterbi decoder 
is a Maximum Likelihood Sequence Estimation (MLSE) decoder where the decoder 
tries to find the most likely path tha t the channelword has followed through the trellis 
diagram. So the Viterbi decoder does not minimize the bit error rate (BER), but it 
minimizes the error of finding a wrong path. There are two types of Viterbi decoder, 
namely the hard-decision and soft-decision decoder. The hard-decision Viterbi de­
coder receives hard decided channelbits from the demodulator, while the soft-decision
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discarded paths
random decision
dataword: 0 0 0 0
codeword: 00 00 00 00
channelword : 10 00 10 00
decoded dataword: 0 0 0 0
Figure 4-2: Trellis diagram of an all-zero dataword in a Viterbi decoder
decoder receives floating point values from, for example, a matched filter which quan­
tizes channelbits in more than 2 possible values. The soft-decision decoder out per­
forms the hard-decision decoder when it comes to minimizing the BER [18]. In chapter 
3 we saw tha t the encoder follows a specific path through the trellis in order to encode 
a dataword, by jumping from state to state. The Viterbi decoder uses the fact tha t 
a state transition from one state to another can only consist out of a finite set of 
possible jumps. Figure 4-2 shows an all-zero codeword, th a t is received with errors 
which is decoded in a Viterbi decoder, which determines the most likely path.
In the figure the dataword,codeword, channelword and the decoded dataword are 
shown. Let us assume th a t the encoder started in state (5152 =  00). The two first 
codebits are 00. Due to errors in channel , the receiver received the channelbits as 10. 
It is known from the state diagram, tha t the encoder could only have gone to state 
(5152 =  00) or state (5152 =  10) from its beginning state (5152 =  00). so there are 
now two possible paths in the trellis th a t could have been followed by the encoder. A 
transition to state (5152 =  00) would have occurred when two 00 channelbits would 
have been received and a transition to state (5152 =  10) would have been occurred
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if tw o ll channelbits had received. The difference between the received channelbits 
and the two possible channelbits are considered to get a metric for the two different 
paths . The difference calculated is called the branch metric. The branch-metric 
is assigned to the state where the transition from one state leads to and do tha t 
for each possible transition. The branch-metric can be computed in different ways, 
where the calculation method should be selected based upon the channel. In the hard- 
decision of our case, the Hamming distance is used as branch-metric. The Hamming 
distance between the channelbits 00 and 10 is 1. The Hamming distance between 
channelbits 11 and 10 is also 1. Then the next two channelbits are considered.Again 
for state (5152 =  00) the only possible next states are state (5152 =  00) and state 
(5152 =  10). The next two channelbits received areOO, for which we can again 
calculate the Hamming distances between the two possible bits 00 and 11 tha t could 
have caused the transition. The Hamming distance between 00 and 00 is 0, and 
between 00 and 11 is 2. We now add these distances to the already acquired distance 
1 of sta te  (5152 =  00) in the first step and put them at the next two possible states 
figure 4-2. The other state (5152 =  10), which got a branch-metric assigned to it, can 
only go to the next states (5152 =  01) and (5152 =  11). These transitions can only 
occur when code bits 01 or 10 were transm itted. The Hamming distances between 
these two possible transitions and the received channelbits is 1. This branch-metric 
is again added to the already acquired distance of the path and assigned to the next 
state.Continuing to the next transition, we see tha t the path from states (5152 =  00) 
to (5152 =  00) and the path  from state 01 to 00, merge together. The path  with the 
lowest accumulated metric, which is the path from state (5152 =  00) to (5152 =  00) 
is kept. The path with the lowest accumulated metric in the end is chosen and the 
path which had the highest metric at this point, will never get a lower metric than 
the other path . The path tha t survives is called the survivor path. In figure 4-2 
we also see tha t two paths merge with the same accumulated metric. In tha t case
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the path  th a t survives can be chosen arbitrarily. These two paths would have had 
the same likelihood and since the Viterbi decoder decides between paths based upon 
maximum likelihood, it cannot determine which of these two paths would have been 
the better one. On each point in time, the Viterbi decoder has a number of paths 
that is the same as the number of states in the state diagram. When the Viterbi 
decoder has to make a decision about the data  bits at some time, it examines all the 
paths it has tracked until tha t time. The path with the lowest accumulated metric is 
chosen to be the most likely path.The data bits are found by tracing tha t path back 
to its initial state.
4.2 Soft O utput V iterb i A lgorithm
The Viterbi algorithm accepts soft inputs as a priori information but it does not 
produce soft outputs in terms of a posteriori probability or bit probabilities .So it 
cannot be used in turbo decoding. In 1989 Hagenauer and Hoeher proposed a modifi­
cation in VA which produces the a posteriori probabilities of the state transition [42] 
.The soft-decision Viterbi algorithm (SOVA) works in the same way as Viterbi al­
gorithm does.The only difference is the branch-metric is calculated differently. The 
soft-decision algorithm receives channelbits from a matched filter. The received chan­
nelbits are not compared with the codebits, but with the modulated codebits. Figure 
4-3 shows a trellis in a soft-decision Viterbi decoder.
Let us assume tha t the Viterbi encoder started in state (5152 =  00). From the 
matched filter output two channelbits with values +0.8 and -0.8 are received. Here the 
only possible two next states are (5152 =  00) and (5152 =  10). The transition from 
state (5152 =  00) to state (5152 =  00) could only have produced the channelbits 
+1,+1. The first received channelbit is multiplied with the first possible channelbit 
and the second channelbit with the second possible channelbit and the two results
41
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Figure 4-3: Trellis diagram Soft Decision Viterbi decoder
are added, which gives the branch-metric. So we have (0.8 +1) +  (-0.8 +1) =  0. 
This branch-metric is again assigned to the state where the branch leads to. This 
way of calculating branch-metrics can be seen as a bonus/penalty system. When a 
channelbit matches the possible channelbit in a high degree, the branch metric is 
assigned a high value, while when it donot match it might get a lower value or even 
the value can be subtracted from it. So when a decision about the data  bits has to 
be made, the path with the largest accumulated metric is chosen to be the correct 
path. Until now the point where a decision on the data bits was made, was chosen 
arbitrarily. It is found tha t the best results in terms of BER are obtained when block 
lengths are very high. Since this also implies very long delays, it is not practical in 
some situations specifically in voice transmission.
4.3 M axim um  A  P osteriori (M A P ) A lgorithm
In 1974 Maximum A-Posteriori (MAP) algorithm, was proposed by Bahl, Cocke, 
Jelinek and Raviv [15] for estimating the a-posteriori probabilities of the states and the
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transitions of a Markov source observed, when subjected to memoryless noise. This 
algorithm has also become known as the BCJR algorithm, named after its inventors. 
When employed for decoding convolutional codes, the algorithm is optimal in terms 
of minimising the decoded bit error rate, unlike the Viterbi algorithm .The MAP 
algorithm examines every possible path through the convolutional decoder trellis and 
therefore initially seemed to be too complex for application in most systems. Hence it 
was not widely used before the discovery of turbo codes. However the MAP algorithm 
provides not only the estimated bit sequence, but also the probabilities for each bit 
tha t it has been decoded correctly. This is essential for the iterative decoding of turbo 
codes proposed by Berrou [26].The details of map algorithm is described in [14] but 
we adapted it to fit to our thesis.
We assume a binary system with BPSK modulation: a databit 0 is represented by 
a BPSK-modulated databit +1 and a databit 1 is represented by a BPSK-modulated 
databit -1. The BPSK-modulated databits will be referred to as databits.
W hen we measure the received channelbits a t the receiver for a certain period, the 
conditional probability density function (pdf) of the -1 databits can be created. This 
conditional pdf is denoted with P(yk\dk =  — 1), where y* is the received channelbit 
and dk is the sent databit. We do the same for a stream of +1 databits to obtain the 
conditional pdf P(yk\dk =  +1).After creating these pdfs a random stream of databits 
is sent over the channel. At the receiver a measurement dm of a received channelbit 
is made. The maximum likelihood rule states th a t the databit corresponding to the 
received channelbit, is the element tha t has the highest likelihood. In this case pdfl 
has the highest likelihood and thus the received element is decided to be a +1 databit. 
This rule corresponds to looking at the sign of the received channelbit to determine 
the sent databit. This decision rule is called the a-priori rule, since the decision is 
already known without any channelbits being received.
Another rule which can be used to decide what databits was sent is the maxi-
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Figure 4-4: BPSK a priory probability density function
mum a-posteriori (MAP) rule. Instead of determining the largest apriori likelihood 
functionP(j/fc|dfc =  1), the largest a-posteriori probability P(dk = 1|y) is determined. 
We see here tha t the elements are first received, before a decision is made on what 
was received. Also y is a block of received channelbits, so a decision on dk is based 
on a block of channelbits.
Let us define two hypotheses HI and H2, where if hypothesis HI is true the databit 
is a +1 and if hypothesis H2 is true the databit is a -1. Which is map decision rule.
P ( d k = +  i|y ) ^ H 2 p (dk = - I I  y) (4.3)
so if P(dk =  + l |y )  is larger than P(dk =  — l|y ), hypothesis HI is assumed to be 
true and hypothesis H2 is true in the other case. This align is the basic align for a 
MAP decoder.W ith this align and with the help of bays rule we can write the aligns 
of a map decoder.
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P ( d k = +  l\y) m
F ( 4 =  - i |y )  < m l  ( }
The derivation of the MAP decoder from this align is done with the use of the 
Bayes rule. P (A  n  B) = P ( A \ B ) P ( B ) = P{B\A)P{A)  
so (4.3) can be written as
P{ dk =  +  1 n  y) ^ H1 P ( d k = - 1|y) fA ^
P{y) < m  P(y)  ( ' }
from (4.5) the map decoder is designed. We will explain it in details here.
When bit probabilities are known such as P(dk =  +1) == P(dk =  —1) =  0.5, the 
MAP rule converts to ML ( maximum likelihood) rule.We can write the LLR from 
(4.5)
( s t S )
The decision rule will change to K{dk\yk) ^ ^ 2  0
If the LLR is positive the probability of a +1 was larger than the probability of a 
-1 and vice-versa.
from (4.6) if we want to write the expression for log- Likelihood the we have to 
follow the trellis of the code used. A state transition in fig 4-5 shown by a solid line, 
is caused by an input element of +1, while a broken line shows the transitions caused 
by an input element -l.T he RSC code with constraint length 3 is used.
A state transition from state s’ to one of its two possible next states s determines 
which bit was sent. So the probability of a -1 input element, is the probability of all
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Figure 4-5: MAP decoder Trellis with RSC 3
the state transitions caused by a -1 . The same holds for an +1 as input element. We
can therefor rewrite align (4.6) as
k , i \ \ i / E ( s'>s ) =* dk =  + l P { S k- i  =  s ' n 5 fc = s H y ) \A(4l«ft) ( E ( s , s) ^  _  _ l p ( g t _i _  y n 5 t  =  s n y ) )  (4.7)
(s', s) =4> dk =  + 1  is the set of transition from previous state 5*, — 1 to current state 
Sk th a t can occur for dk = +1, vice versa . Until now we have assumed th a t we 
wanted to know the log-likelihood of the data  bit. In SISO decoder we described we 
also have the log-likelihood of the code bits. As like the previous align we can write 
for code bitsCi
K, I A 1 ( J 2 ( s \ s )  ^  Cl = + l P ( S k - i  = s’ n s k = s D y ) \
=  h  ( £ ( s , s) ^ ci  =  _ 1 P { S t i  =  s, n S t  = s n y ) )
For simplicity of notation we will write
P{Sk~i =  s' fl Sk =  s fl y) = P(s'  fl s n y) The received channel words can be 
divided in three parts.
• The channelbits tha t belong to the present transition s' => s is called yk-
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• The sequence before the present transition is called yj<k
• The sequence after the present transition is called Vj>k
So for individual probabilities we can write
P ( s '  n  s n  y )  =  P ( s '  n  s  n  y j < k  n  y k n  y j > k )
If we assume tha t the channel is memoryless, we know th a t the sequence y p  > k), 
tha t still has to be received, only depends on the current state s and not on the 
previous state sq. Assuming a memoryless channel also implies th a t the already 
received sequence y^j < k ) only depends on the previous state So and not on the 
current state s. so we can write
P ( s '  n  s n  y )  =  P ( y j > k \s '  n  y j < k  fl y k ) . P ( s '  n  s n  y j < k  fl y k )
=  P ( y j > k \ s ) . P ( s '  n  s n  y j < k  C \ y k )
=  P { V i > k \ s ) . P { y k n  s |s ' n  y j < k ) . P ( s '  fl y j < k )
=  P { y j > k \ s ) . P { y k n  s \ s ' ) . P ( s '  n y j<k)
(4.9)
Here each state transition is caused by N codebits, where N is the rate of the 
encoder. So the variable y k consists of N channelbits.
from (4.9) we can write
P ( s '  n  s n  y) =  p k { s ) . y k ( s ' ,  s ) . a k - i ( s ' )  (4.10)
where OLk - \ { s ' )  =  P ( s '  fl y j < k ) which is defined as the probability tha t the state 
at time k-1 is sO and the received sequence up to tha t point is y^j < k). now 
/3k ( s )  =  P(yj>fc|s)which is defined as the probability tha t after the trellis state s, the
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future received sequence is y^j > k ). 7 *.(s', s) =  P(yk H s |s ') which is defined as the 
probability tha t the state at time k- 1  is sq and the state at time k is s, given the 
received element yk. The figure 4-5 shows the above quantities.
Forward Recursive Calculation of ctk(s)
To obtain the algorithm for recursively calculating a k(s),we can write
a k(s) =  P(s  n yj<k+1)
= P(s  n yj<k n yk)
=  X I  n  s n  yj <k n  yk>
al lS1
(4.11)
together with Bayes rule and the assumption tha t the channel is memoryless, we 
can write
a k(s) =  ^ P ( s f l  yk\s' n yj<k).P{s'  fl yj<k)
allS'
=  ^ 2  P ( s n  ykW).P{s'  n yj<k)
allS'
= J 2 i k(s'^s )a k-i(s')
allS'
(4.12)
from above align we see tha t the value of a k(s) can be calculated recursively once 
the value for 7 k(s', s ) is known.let us define the following initial conditions 
cio(so =  0) =  1 and ao(so = s) = Of oralis 7  ̂ 0
where we assume tha t the encoder started in state 0 , so th a t state is the only
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possible start state.
Backward recursive calculation of (3k(s) values
Same as like the previous section we can write for 0 k(s) Pk- i ( s') ~  p (yj>k-i\s') Again 
assuming the channel is memoryless and using Bayes rule,
Afc-i(s') =  E  P (%>fc- 1  n  s ls')
allS
=  n  s is 0
allS
= ^ 2  p (Vj>kW n  s n  yk).P{s n  yk\s')
allS
-  E  P (yj>k\S)-P (S n VkW)
allS
= E  0k(s )-7fc(s/>s)
allS
(4.13)
we saw tha t @k(s) is the probability of the data  stream tha t is received after state 
s. Only after the last symbol N has been received, no further sequence will be received 
anymore. So we can write for
0 N - l ( s ' )  =  P (.Vn \s ' )




from (4.13) we can say
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0 N - l ( S ') =  5 Z  @n ( s ) - J n ( s ' ,  s )
allS
If we want both aligns to be satisfied, we must have (3N(s) =  Of oralis 
If the trellis is term inated in state 0, then the values of 7  will take care of the fact 
tha t for the last 2v  state transitions, there can only be one possible path  from the 
current to the next state.
The calculation of values o f 7fc(s',s)
In this section we have to calculate the value of 7  from bays rule,
7  fc(s ',s ) =  P (yfcn s |s ')
=  P ( ~ f k \s'  n  s ) . P { s \ s ' )
= P ( j k\s' n  s) .P(dk)
(4.15)
where dk is the data  bit causing the transition from sO to s andP(c4) is the a-priori 
probability of this data  bit. To find an expression for P(dk) in align (4.15) we use 
the log-likelihood A(dk) of the data bit probability P(dk)
(416)
we can write for P(dk — +1),
M )  = Pi.dk = + 1 ) (4 1?)
1 -  P(dk = +1) 1 j
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g A(rffc) I
P(dk = +1) =  :  +  eh{dk) =  1 +  e - A ( d , ) (4.18)
similarly
I g-A(dfc)
P ( 4  =  -1 )  =  :  +  e + A («jfc) =  1 +  e - A ( d k ) ( 4 -1 9 )
expression for P(dk) now can be derived in two ways
e dk K(dk )
P < *) =  1 +  <*A  ( ,.) • (4-20>
and
„[(rffc+1)/2 ]A (dfc)
p <d‘ ) = 1 + e W  (4'21>
align (4.20) can be rewritten in a term  independent of dk and a term  dependent
on dk- when during the calculation of the LLR, the term independent of dk will cancel
out in the numerator and denominator,
/  p - K ( d k ) /2  \
=  ( t t f w h )  ■‘d M y 2
—  Q  e dk A(d k ) /2
/  g—A(dfc) / 2  \
whereCi =  (   t-ttt ) .\ l  +  e -Mdk) J
(4.22)
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(4.21) can also be written as
=  ( r+ " jM * > )  •e'““ + 1 ,/2 m )
_  &[{dk +  l)/2 ]A (rffc)
whereC2 =  (   - t ? t t\ l  +  eA(d*4
(4.23)
here C l  and C 2 do not depend on dk We define a codeword Xk th a t consists 
of n codebits and is created by the encoding of one data bit dk- Also we define a 
channelword yk th a t is the received Xk after transmission over the channel. Since the 
transition from state sO to state s is caused by the codeword Xk assuming memoryless 
channel we can write,
n
P(ykW  n  s) =  P{yk\xk) =  P I  P{yhi\xki) (4.24)
(= 1
we can write P(yki\xki) in terms of log likelihood ratio 
where we can write
(p —A(yki \xfci ) /2  \_ _ _ _ _ _ j  e yk i \ xklA ( y kt \ xkl ) / 2  =  c ^ e x k l . H y ki \xk i ) /2  (4>25)
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/  g-A(j/feilxfci)/2 \
whereCz = I  --------77—;— r
\ 1  +  e~A(ykl\Xkri)
(4.26)
and
P ( y k i M =  ^  +  .e [(x*i+1)/21-A(̂ |xfci) =  C4 .e[(xfc!+1)/21'A(!/fc,|xfci) (4.27)
where
w h e reC ,  =  ( t  +  ^ , 1 , . . ) )  • <4'28)
now we use (4.22) ,(4.24)and (4.25) in (4.15) to obtain an expression for j k ( s ' ,  s )
n
7  k ( s ' , s )  =  C . e dkA{dk) /2. xki-Mvki\xki)/2 (4.29)
i=i
whereC  =  C1.C3 now use (4.7) and (4.10) and our results we can write log- 
likelihood ratio of the data  bit dk,
* / j I \ , f J 2 ( s ,, s ) ^ d k  = + l P ( S k- 1 = s ' n S k  = s n y )
A(dk\y) = In
=  In I
J 2  (s ', s ) =>dk = - l P ( S k - 1 =  s' n S k = S n y)
( 12 (s2 s ) ^ d k  =  + l ak- i ( s ' ) Pk( sh k ( s>, s ) 
\ E ( S'>S) =>dk =  - l a k- i ( s ' )Pk( s h k ( s^ s )
= In
^12 (s'i s) ^  dk =  + l a k„i(s')(3k(s).C.edkA(dkd 2. J-] exkiMvki\xki)/2\
____________________________________________ j=i____________
n
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we can rewrite this
/
A(dk\y) =  In
X  (s', s)=>dk = + l a fc_ i  (s')0k(s). n  eXkl 
Mdk) _______________________________________1=1




=  ln(eA(dfc)) +  In
X  (s', s) =» dk =  + l a fc_ i ( s ' ) / ? fc(s)-  f l
z=i
X (s’, s) =>dk =  - 1  a k- 1(s ,)0k(s). n  eXkl Afywhii)/2
z=i
=  A (4 ) +  Ae(4 |y )
/
(4.31)
where, Ae(dk\y) = In I “ fc - i(s ')4 (s )- J J e x 'ci’A(!" :!|a::'c !)/2
y(s ',s)= i-cZ jt=+ l 1=1 J
— In | a k_i(s ' )0k(s). f [ e Xkl-A{m M /2
\(s',s)^dk= — 1 i—1
(4.32)
In align (4.31) the data  bit 4  is in the numerator always +1 and in the denominator 
always - 1 . It can therefor be put in front of the fraction. In align (4.32)Ae(4 |y )  is the 
extrinsic information. The extrinsic information is passed to the next decoder. The 
constant factor C, however, doesn’t  need to be calculated, since it will cancel out in 
the log-likelihood calculation. The same can be done for the log-likelihood of a code 
bit x km
A(xkm\ y) =  In
 ̂X (s 'i s) x km =  + l a k- i ( s ' )0k(s).edkA{-dk>/2. n  eXklA{-Vk̂ Xkl^ 2
i=i
X) (s', s) =>- x km =  —lafe_i(s' )0k(s)C.edkA(-dk^ 2. n  eIfc,,A(t'fc,l®*i) /2
z=i
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channel
|
’♦  In; LLR databits Out LLR databits
>  in; LLR oodefcrts Out; LLR codebits
Decoder 1
7t
*  In: LLR databits Out: LLR databits
In; LLR codebits Out: LLR codebits
Decoder 2
■Decision
Figure 4-6: Turbo Decoder for the parallel concatenated code




la fc_ i  (s,) P k(s).edkA(dk')/2. exki-A(yki\xici)/2
(4.33)
4.4  M ax-log and log-M A P  A lgorithm s
A lot of work has been done through the years to reduce the complexity of the MAP 
algorithm. This resulted in the Log-MAP algorithm, which has the same performance 
as the MAP algorithm, and the suboptimal Max- Log-Map algorithm. The Log- 
MAP algorithm transforms the calculations of the MAP algorithm to the logarithmic 
domain, which makes computations much simpler, while no approximations are made.
4.5 Turbo D ecod ing
In figure 4-6 a parallel turbo decoder is shown. The SISO decoders take as input Log- 
Likelihood Ratios (LLR) of the databits and codebits, which provide soft-information 
about the bits. The input LLRs are named as a-priori information, while the output 
LLRs are called a-posteriori information. In the figure 4-6 the decoder give outputs ex­
trinsic information. For both the codebits and databits output LLRs are created.The
LLR A of a databit dk € {0,1} given a channelbit yk is defined as A{dk) =  In
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The LLR is the conditional probability of the bit being a 0 divided by the conditional
bitrarily. An interleaver is used before LLR are delivered to the next decoder. In 
a parallel turbo decoder ,both decoders take as codebit LLR input the channelbits 
for every iteration. The output LLR of the databits are properly de-interleaved and
used. When an LLR input is not connected to an LLR output or no LLR output is 
yet available, the input LLR is set to zero. After some iterations a decision is made 
about the databits. The decision is performed on a single bit dk and is decided to 
have been a 0 when dk > 0 and decided to have been a 1 when dk <  0. A-posteriori 
information of a SISO decoder is build with two components, namely the intrinsic 
information and the extrinsic information. This can be seen by applying the Bayes 
rule.
The intrinsic information is the information th a t is delivered to the decoder by the 
channel. The extrinsic information is the information obtained by the decoding of 
the code, so the information supplied by the trellis of the encoder which is known,
probability tha t it is a 1. In the parallel turbo decoder, decoder 1 decodes the stream 
from encoder 1 and decoder 2 decodes the stream from encoder 2. In turbo decoder
architecture the order in which the decoders operate on the received elements is ar-
provided as databit LLR input to the next decoder. The codebit LLR output is not
l n p [ 4  =  0 n y f c ] / P [ y f c 1 
n p[dk = 1  n  yk]/P[yk\
, p[yk\dk =  Q]-P[4 =  Q\/P[yk] 
n p[yk\dk =  i] -P [4  =  i \/P{yk)
, p[Vk\dk = 0 ] , p[dk =  0 ]
p[yk | 4  =  1 ], p[dk =  1 ],
i n t r i ns i c ex t r i ns i c
(4.34)
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and is not conditioned on the channel. The extrinsic information is the information 
tha t will be passed to the next decoder, since this information is not available to the 
next decoder, while the intrinsic information is already available at the next decoder. 
When the decoders are delivered new and unknown information about the data- and 
codebits, it can make a better decision about the code or data bits. It is seen tha t 
after a number of iterations the extrinsic information of the two decoders will become 
more and more correlated, resulting in less performance increase [24], Extrinsic and 
intrinsic information will be more extensively discussed in chapter 6 .
4.6 Turbo P rincipal
The principal of turbo concept refers not only to turbo in turbo-codes, but also the 
way of the iterative decoding. The title Turbo is taken from the principle of the turbo 
engine in cars. Inside a turbo engine, exhaust gasses are used to blow more air into 
the engine for more power .In turbo decoding, the output of the decoding process is 
also re-used to give more error free data transmission to the system in total, so the 
name turbo-codes is used in this case. In the turbo engine, however the output of 
the engine is given as an input back to it. In turbo coding the input of a decoder 
should not be its own output, since it already knows its own output and so there is 
no gain to achieve. The turbo concept can thus be used when there are two or more 
sources with information about the databit tha t should be decoded. The information 
contained in these two information sources, should be as uncorrelated as possible, to 
obtain the largest improvement in the decoding process.The more uncorrelated the 
data bits the more improvement is achievable. The obtained information from each of 
these sources is then iterated between the decoders of the information sources, until 
the correlation between the information is at its maximum. The interleaver is used 
to have orthogonality between these two information sources. Orthogonality can also
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be achieved by using two different encoders, which produce different codes. So the 
turbo principle can be used anywhere where a decision about a system is needed and 
there exist two different uncorrelated sources of information about th a t system. The 
performance of turbo code depends on the interleaver used in it. Also the size of 
transmission frame also have a large effect on the gain of the turbo codes.
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Chapter 5 
Turbo M ultiuser D etection for 
DS-CDM A(Turbo coded) with  
known M ultipath Channel
5.1 System  D escrip tion
In this chapter we consider a K-user turbo-coded CDMA system through m ultipath 
fading channels, where each user employs BPSK spread-spectrum modulation.The 
full details of this work is depicted in paper by X.Wang [8 ] .The multiuser receiver we 
designed for unknown channel works similar way as this receiver works. We included 
detailed operation of this receiver in this chapter for getting deeper insight to our 
receiver described in next chapter.
5.2 T he T ransm itter M odel
The transm itter part of the Turbo CDMA system is shown in Figure 5-1 in the 
upper portion. The binary information bit stream {dk{i')} € {0, l}f , = 1  for User k, 
k =  1,....,K, is encoded by a rate ko/no turbo encoder. The output of the turbo
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A(i!)S o f t
D e te c to i
Figure 5-1: Turbocoded DS-CDMA (This figure is taken from [8 ])
encoder is the code bit stream {^(f')}  € ( —1, + 1 } ^ ! -To reduce the influence of the 
error bursts , a different code bit interleaver is used for each user, at the input of 
each channel decoder. The kth users interleaved bit is denoted by , where the 
superscript 7r indicates tha t the bit is interleaved. Here BPSK modulation scheme is 
used for modulating the information bits. The interleaved code bit is modulated by a 
signature waveform of duration T, denoted by Sk,i(i) . T hat is, 5J-(z) =  1 is mapped 
to Sk,i{i) and bvK{i) =  — 1 is mapped to —Sk,i(i) ■ The spread spectrum signal is then 
transm itted through a m ultipath fading channel. The transm itted signal generated 
by the k-th user is given by
M
x k(t) = A k ^ 2  bl(i)sk,i{t) (5.1)
i=l
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where M is the number of code bits per user per frame, and Ak and Sk,i{i) denote 
respectively the amplitude and normalized signature waveform of the k-th user for 
the i-th code bit. It is assumed tha t Sk,i(i) is unit-energy and is supported only on 
the interval
[ir, (i + i)T]
. Here an aperiodic spreading sequence is assumed in the system, which means the 
spreading waveform Sk,i(i) varies with symbol index i.
5.3 T he Turbo E ncoder
Turbo coding is an advanced error correction technique widely used in the commu­
nications industry. Turbo encoders and decoders are key elements in today’s com­
munication systems to achieve the best possible data reception with least possible 
errors.The basis of turbo coding is to introduce redundancy in the data  to be trans­
mitted through a channel. The redundant data helps to recover original data  from 
the received data. A typical parallel concatenated convolutional (PCC) turbo en­
coder consists of two (or more) simple constituent recursive convolutional encoders 
linked by an interleaver (or different interleavers). The encoder diagram is shown in 
figure 5-2. The interleaver can be any type random, non-random, or semi-random, 
let us suppose tha t all constituent encoders start from the zero state and the first 
constituent encoder term inates in the zero state. For User k, the frame of input bi­
nary information bits, denoted by c4(i) =  [c4 (l),.......> f̂c(-0] > where I is the size of
information bit frame, is encoded by the constituent encoders for parallel concate­
nated codes (PCC) or by the outer and inner encoders for serial concatenated codes 
(SCC). Let Xk(i) = [x°(i),...., £*(£)] denote the systematic and output parity bits of 
the constituent encoders corresponding to dk(i) , where x°(i) is the systematic bit, xj 
k(i), x { ( i ) , j  ^  0 is the parity bit generated by the j-th  constituent encoder, and J is
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L e v e l
S h i f t
S e r i a l
Figure 5-2: Turboencoder (This figure is taken from [23] )
the number of constituent encoders. To generate a desired coderate k0/ n Q, { x k(i)}!=1 
is punctured. The punctured bits are shifted to new levels, i.e., 0 —1 and 1 —» +1
, and they are then transm itted in a serial way. The output bit frame is denoted
by bk{i) =  [6 fe(l),.......,bk(M)\ , where M is the size in bits of the encoded frame.
To term inate the first constituent encoder in the zero state, the last v bits of dk are 
term ination bits, where v is the memory length in bits of the first encoder.
5.4 T he M u ltip ath  T im e Variant Fading C hannel 
M odel
We assume a time-variant, asynchronous m ultipath channel. The k-th  user’s signal 
x k(t) is transm itted through the multipath channel with impulse response
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Lk
hk(t) =  (*)<*(* -  Tkl) (5-2)
(= 1
where L k is the number of paths in the A;-th user channel,g>Jy(f) are complex fading 
processes, and r ki is the delay of the Z-th path of the k-th users signal. It is assumed 
that the fading processes are known to the receiver and do not vary during one coded 
symbol interval, but may vary from symbol to symbol,
shift) = 9ki(i T ) ~  9ki(}), f o r i T  <  t < {i + 1)T (5.3)
Using (5.2) and (5.3) , the received faded signal due to the k-th  user is
Qk(t) = x k{t) * hk(t)
M  L k
=  Ak'Y^bl(i)'Y^gki{i)sk,i(t -  th)
i= 1 1=1
(5.4)
where * denotes convolution. The total received signal is then
K
m = E  qk(t) + an(t)  (5.5)
fc=i
where an(t)  is zero-mean,complex, white Gaussian noise of power spectral density
(T2
5.5 T he Turbo R eceiver Structure
The turbo coding/decoding algorithm has made a huge impact on the performance 
of modern Modem designs, ranging from deep space communications to 3G mobile 
communications. Likewise turbo receiver design based on the ’’Turbo Principle” is
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revolutionizing the way of designing receivers for high capacity systems. Turbo re­
ceivers allow the minimization of interference, thereby allowing higher capacity sys­
tems which are more cost effective. The iterative (turbo) receiver structure is shown 
in the lower-half of Figure 5-1. It consists of two stages: a soft multiuser detector, 
followed by K parallel single-user code extrinsic information (CEI) decoders, defined 
in (5.7) .
\  f 6 ' m i i0 [rP[6fcW =  + 1 l{Ac[6 fcW]}^i>r W] , # £ (* )  =  +!] f5fix
The two stages are linked by deinterleavers and interleavers. The soft multiuser 
detector delivers multiplex extrinsic information (MEI), which can be expressed as: 
.(5.6) The first term in (5.6) represents the a posteriori log-likelihood ratio (LLR) of 
the code bit, and the second one, denoted by,Af [5£(i)] represents th eapriori LLR of 
the code bit 6 jJ(i) , which is computed by the CEI decoder of the k-th  user in the 
previous iteration, interleaved, and then fed back to the soft multiuser detector. The 
quantity obtained from the previous iteration is denoted by superscript p . For the 
first iteration, assuming equally-likely code bits, i.e., no prior information available, we 
have:A^[6 £(z)] =  0, f o r  1 <  k  <  K&l < i <  M.  The soft multiuser detector computes 
the MEI Am [&£(*)] based on the received signal r(t), the structure of the multiuser 
signal given by (5.4) and (5.5), and the a priori information of all other code bits in 
the frame. The extrinsic information (A m [6£(z) ]}  , which is not influenced by the a 
priori information of b%(i) provided by the CEI decoder, is then deinterleaved and fed 
into the k-th user’s CEI decoder as the a priori information in the current iteration. 
Based on the prior information {Am[&£(*)]} and the structure of the turbo code (as 
indicated by the conditioning on C below), the k-th users CEI decoder computes the 
CEI of each code bit using (5.7)
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A \b m i A  1 n r p ftfc^) =  + l \ iXM h m ^ c }  _  r
a C ' | y / c W J  l ° g  r ,  / - \    1 | / \  r t  f  ■ \ 1 1 M  „ 1  ' ^ A ^ I . W c W b
P[°k\l ) — ~  l| i^ M ^ fc (* )J } i= i)cJ (5.7)
K  =  1 ,...... , K,  i =  1 ,....., M
this extrinsic information is the information about code bit &*,(*) produced from 
the prior information about the other code bits, > based on the con­
straint of the turbo code. The CEI decoder also computes the a posteriori LLR of 
every information bit, which is used to make a decision on the decoded bit at the 
last iteration. After interleaving, the extrinsic information delivered by the K CEI 
decoders { A c f^ O llfc ^ i^ i *s then fed back to the soft multiuser detector as the prior 
information about the code bits of all users in the next iteration. Note th a t at the first 
iteration {Am [&*,(*)]} and (Ac[^(*)]} are statistically independent. We see here,as the 
same information is indirectly repeated, they become more and more correlated and 
finally the possibility of improvement through the iterations diminishes.
5.6 T he Soft M ultiuser D etector
It is called soft Multiuser detector as this detector deals with soft information instead 
of hard information.We have seen tha t soft information gives better overall system 
performance. The diagram of the soft multiuser detector is shown in Figure 5-3. In 
this section, we first show th a t {j/fc(*)}£m= 1 *s the sufficient statistic for detecting the 
code bits {bk{i)}^’Xi=i  an<̂  derive an expression for it in terms of channel parameters; 
we then describe the three blocks, soft cancelation, MMSE filtering, and computing 
MEI, in Figure.
Let
&*(») A  [bl(i) 6£(i)]r  and V  A  [ ^ ( 1 )  b*(M)T]T
and the received signal without noise denoted
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Figure 5-3: soft-multiuser detection technique (This figure is taken from [23] )
K M K Lk
b*) ^ Y ^ Q k ( t )  = ' 5 2 ' 5 2 A kb l ( i ) ' ^ 2 g kl(i)skii(t -  t h ) (5.8)
k~ 1 i=1 fe=l /= 1
By using the Cameron-Martin formula as in [8 ], the likelihood function of the
received waveform r(t) in (5.5), conditioned on all the transm itted symbols a of all
users and the fading, can be written as
l{{r(t) : —oo < t <  oo}|6 7r) =  c e x p [ f l ( 6 7r) /c r 2] 
where c is some positive scalar constant, and
OO OO
Sl(b") ± 2 R {  J  S(t;bv)*r(t)dt} — J  ISfofr*)!1
—oo —OO





M K Lk/ i v i  i \  i - i f r  / » 0 0S(t]b*)*r(t)dt = ^ Y ^ A k b l { i ) ^ g k i ( i ) *  /  r(t)skti(t -  Tki)kldt (5.11) 
i=i  *=i <=i ^ ,---------------->
zkid)
Where yk(i) is the maximum ratio combiner and zki(i) is the out put of the k ’s
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Ith RAKE finger.
Since the second integral in (5.10) does not depend on the received signalr(f), by
From (5.11)it is seen tha t the sufficient statistic is obtained by passing the received 
signal r(f) through a bank of K maximum-ratio m ultipath combiners (i.e., RAKE 
receivers), as shown in Figure 5-3.
We next derive an explicit expression for this sufficient statistic in terms of the 
multiuser channel parameters and the transm itted symbols, which will be used to 
develop the turbo multiuser receiver in coming sections.
Assume tha t L \  = L ^  = ■■■■Lk =  L  and the m ultipath spread of any user signal is 
limited to at most A symbol intervals, for some positive integer . T hat is,
(5.11), the sufficient statistic for detecting the multiuser symbols bn is {yk(i)}k=ui=i
r lk <  AT, 1 <  k  <  K,  1 <  I ^  L (5.12)
Define the following correlation of the delayed user signaling waveforms
(5.13)
where — A ^  j  ^  A; 1 ^  k, k! ^  AT; 1 ^  I, I' ^  L
Since r ki ^  A T  andsfc(f) is non-zero only fort E [0, T] , it then follows tha tp^  ; (i)(k,l){k ,1 )
0 , for |j | >  A. Now substituting (5.5)into(5.11) , we have
M  K  L
Z k i ( i )  =  3fc'f'(0 I  T~k' l ' ' )Sk,i(t  T k l ) d t
i '=1 fc'=l i'=1
Ukl(i)
A  K  L
=  ] C  E  +  j )  ^ g M i  +  +  <TUki(i)
j = - A k ' = l
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(5.14)
w hereu^(i) is a sequence of zero-mean, complex, Gaussian random variables with 
covariance given by (after some manipulation)
/ ° °  • /SkA1 ~  Tki)sk',i'(t -  T k >i>)dt , =  W (5-15)
•oo
Now we will define some vector and matrix.
P(i ,i) ( iU )(* )  P(i,i)(/r,L)(*)
P(i,2)(/r,i)(*) P(l,2)(;r,L) W
\ P ^K ,L ) (  1,1) W  "■ 4)(K,L)(1,L)(0 “ ■ P^(K,L)(K,1) (*) P(K,L)(ir,L) (*) /
[(iCL x K L )  — matrix] 
(5.16)
C(*) -  [ z n (i) Z ii(z) Z k i(0  ••• Z KL(i) ]T [ ( K L ) ~  vector] (5.17)
« ( * ) - [ u n ( i )  ••• u 1L(i) ••• Mxi(i) ••• u*l(*) n C ^ )  “  sector] (5.18)
? ( * ) - [  9 ki(i) ■ • • fffcL(i) f  \L  ~  vector] (5.19)
k
G(i) =  diag ( g (i) ■ ■ ■ g (i) )T [(KL  x K )  — matrix] (5.20)
“ i  ~ K
A(i) =  diag ( Ai  ■ ■ ■ A k  ) [(K x K )  — matrix] (5-21)
V(i) -  [ yi(i) ••• yK (i) Y  \K  ~  vector] (5.22)
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here
((i)  is the RAKE filter output for all path  for all K  user.
G(i) is channel gains for all paths.
A(i)  is the diagonal amplitude matrix, 
now (5.5) can be expressed as
A
<(i) =  +  j )A b n(i + j)  +  u(i) (5.23)
j = -  A
and from (5.15)the covariance matrix of complex gaussian vector sequence is
E{u{i)u{i + j ) H} = R [~j]{i) (5.24)
So now expression for y(i )
yji) 4  G (z)"C «
A
=  J 2  G(i)HR [- j]{i)G(i + j ) A b 7r(i + j )  + G(i)Hu(i) (5.25)
j=-A'--------------v--------------' '------------  -'
u(i)
(5.26)
Where y(i) is a sequence of zero mean complex gaussian vector
A
=  J 2  G(j)HR {- j](i)G(i + j ) A b n{i + j )  + G{i)Hu{i)
?' = -A S * V ^ /
v(i) (5-27)
E{y(i )y(i  + j ) H} = G{i)H R [- j \ i ) Q ( i  + j)  = H H ] (i)
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5.6.1 Soft Interference Cancellation Form Signal
For simplicity here we assume tha t delay spred =  1, i.e. each users m ultipath delay 
spread is within one symbol interval. We define the following quantities
H{i)  4  K x 3Kmatrix]
b*(i) = \b*{i — l )Tb7r(i)Tbn(i -F l ) r ]T[3Kuector] 




so in m atrix from the received signal is
y{i) = H{i)Ab7'{i) +  a2y(i) (5.32)
based on the A priori LLR of the code bits of all the users provided by the CEI 
decoder from the previous iteration, the soft estimates of the user code bits are
5.6.2 Instantaneous M M SE Filtering
MMSE filters are one of the most used filters for communications systems. This 
filter minimizes the mean square error to give better performance gains. In order 
to mitigate more residual multi-access interference and speed up convergence of the 
detector, an instantaneous linear MMSE filter is then applied to yk{i) to obtain
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Zk{i) = wk(i)Hyk(i) (5.33)
where the filter wk(i) £ C K is chosen to minimize the mean-square error between the 
code bit bk (i) and the filter output zk(i), i.e.
wk(i) = arg min E { | | 6 £(z) -  wHyk(i) ||2}
vec*
= arg min\ w HE {yk{i)yk(i)H} w -  2E {wHE{bk (i) -  yk(i)}}
w£Ck
(5.34)
where we can say
E { y  ii)y (i)H} = H { i )A A k(i)AH{i)H + a 2H°(i)
k k
E{bk(i)y (*)} =  H (i)Aek = A kH(i)ek
k
(5.35)
The details of the equations are given elaborately in [8 ]. The solution to (5.34) is 
then given by
w (z) =  A k[H(i )AAk{i)AH(i)H +  a2H 0(i)]-l H(i )ek (5.36)
k
5.6.3 M ultiplexed Extrinsic Information
We know tha t the distribution of the MAI plus noise at the output of a linear MMSE 
multiuser detector is approximately Gaussian. We assume th a t the output of the 
instantaneous MMSE filter zk(i) in (5.33) represents the output of an equivalent
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AWGN channel having bk(i) as its input symbol. This equivalent channel can be 
represented as
*fc(i) =  Mfc(i) b%{i) + r]k{i) (5.37)
where uk{i) is the equivalent amplitude of the k-th user’s signal at the output, and 
Vk(i) N(0,u 2 (z)) is a Gaussian noise sample, 
so,
ttk(i) ±  E { z k{i)bl(i)} =  A 2ke l H ( i ) H.[H(i)Ak(i)Hti)H + (r2H°(i)]-1H(i)ek (5.38)
v2k(i) =  Var { zk(i)} =  E{\ \zk(i)\\2} -  fik(i)2 
= Wk E { y k(i)yk(i)H}wk -  /xfc(z) 2 
-  f̂c(*) - / b c W 2
(5.39)
So, the extrinsic information produced by the soft instantaneous MMSE filter can 
be expressed by
X rwrz-M \zk ( i ) - v S ? \  , \zk(i) + Vk(i)21
AM[ok {i)\ = --------- “277;---------H
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Figure 5-4: The CEI decoder (This figure is taken from [23] )
This is a special type of decoder which works as the same principal of turbo 
decoder . From Figure 5-4 we can see after deinterleaving, the output LLRs of the 
soft multiuser detector which contain all users MEI are sent to the corresponding 
users CEI decoders. The CEI decoder is a modified turbo decoder in the sense tha t it 
computes the CEI (5.7) of each code bit based on the input LLRs and the structure 
of the turbo code. On the contrary an MAP turbo decoder computes the LLRs of 
the information bits. For each bit, the CEI decoder has the same complexity as 
the standard turbo decoder. The output of each CEI decoder is then fed back to 
the soft multiuser detector as the a priori information for the next iteration. After 
some iterations, the LLRs of the information bits are computed and hard decisions 
are finally made. Corresponding to the turbo encoder in Figure5-2 . Each CEI 
decoder consists of J modified MAP decoders. The modified MAP decoder is a slight 
modification of the MAP decoder for multiple turbo codes given in [41]. The signal
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flow is shown in Figure 5-4. The deinterleaved LLRs {Ajvr are distributed to
the J modified MAP decoders as follows. The LLRs of the systematic bits denoted by 
{AM[*fe(*)]}i=i are sent ^ 0  all modified MAP decoders through different interleavers. 
The LLRs of the parity bits denoted by {Ajw[®fe(*)]}f=i;j/o  (generated by the j-th  
constituent encoder) are sent to the j-th  modified MAP decoder. For a punctured bit
, we let{A,v/[£"[('i) =  0]} , since no MEI is obtained by the soft multiuser detector 
for this bit.In a CEI decoder, each modified MAP decoder computes a partial CEI 
LPe[xck(i)\ shown on the right side of 5.7, based on the code constraints, the input LLRs 
given by the soft multiuser detector, and the partial CEI given by other modified MAP 
decoders. The obtained partial CEI is then sent to the other modified MAP decoders 
for the next iteration within a CEI decoder. After some iterations, the combined 
CEI, which is the sum of all J modified MAP decoders partial CEI, is sent to the 
soft multiuser detector for the next iteration as the a priori information for the soft 
multiuser detector.
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Chapter 6 
Iterative channel estim ation and 
decoding for multipath fading 
channel
In practical communication systems this is not feasible to assume tha t channel state 
information is perfectly known to the receiver. This is because at the beginning of 
the transmission the instantaneous propagation channel state is (a priori) unknown 
to the receiver. Thus, channel estimation has to be carried out at the receiver to 
obtain the information required for coherent detection of the transm itted symbols. 
In practical systems the propagation paths delays and certain parameters of the path 
weights and fading statistics like the maximum Doppler frequency, are measured. 
One advantage is these parameters vary slowly during a certain transmission period, 
it is in principle possible to estimate them once at the beginning of the transmission. 
Hence, in the rest of this section we assume tha t the propagation paths delays and 
their statistics, in particular the pdf and autocorrelation of the path weights, are 
known quite accurately at the receiver.
W hen we get estimates of all users path  weight hk, I [u] then we can find the ac-
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tual path weight hk, I [u]afterwards. In contrast to the estimation of the propagation 
paths delays, here the problem arises tha t in mobile communication systems the path 
weights amplitudes may change significantly during the transmission due to motion 
of the users and/or reflectors. Thus,estimation only is not enough at the start up 
procedure of the transmission, but the path weight estimates have to be updated 
continuously according to the environment. In order to ease the problem of channel 
estimation, pilot symbols are inserted into each user’s data stream in 3rd generation 
mobile communication systems. Based on the corresponding receive signal intervals, 
the a priori known pilot symbols of each user are employed in order to obtain path 
weight estimates for all symbol intervals. Due to application of a nonorthogonal mul­
tiple access scheme for the uplink of a mobile communication system, i.e., DSCDMA 
with complex valued pseudo random spreading sequences, the interference affecting a 
particular user’s channel estimation relies not only on the additive channel noise but 
also on the other users noise which transm it simultaneously.
The traditional channel estimation algorithms in the base station of 3rd generation 
mobile communication systems,the multiuser interference affecting a particular user 
k is simply treated as additive white Gaussian noise [18]. For systems with K  «  N  , 
severe performance degradations occur due to noise by the interfering user. Previously 
in the approaches to data symbol detection nothing is done to benefit the algorithm 
from the knowledge about the structure of the multiuser interference, which depends 
above all on the users spreading sequences. However, since these are a priori known 
at the receiver, it is by far suboptimum to model the multiuser interference in pilot 
symbol intervals as white noise. If we assume th a t the propagation channel statistics 
of each user has been acquired, in [1,2] the combined MLSE and MAP estimators 
have been presented for uncoded DS CDMA systems.In practical situation the path 
weight autocorrelation 4>hh [Au] =  e {hk, A [u] h*k, A [u — An]} which is assumed here 
to be equal for all paths , is nonzero for at least one
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receiver which perforins MLSE or MAP-SSE data symbol estimation has to carry 
out inherently path weight estimation at the same time based on the whole receive 
signal [2]. Firstly for a particular time interval, the data symbol probabilities are 
solved with the help of a supposed channel state for the time interval, and after­
wards the channel estimates for the next time interval are calculated with the data 
symbol estimates of the present time interval.So the channel estimation, data  symbol 
detection and decoding in coded DS-CDMA systems,it is shown th a t this could be 
solved by an iterative algorithm consisting of a combined MAP-SSE multiuser de­
tector/channel estimator on the one side and MAP-SSE single user decoders on the 
other side.
The complexity of the combined MAP-SSE multiuser detector/channel estimator 
rises exponentially with the number of users as well as also with the codeword length. 
More explicitly, like for perfect CSI at the receiver the practical implementation of 
the single user MAP-SSE decoders does not create problems, but the path weight 
estimation and data symbol detection algorithm has to be simplified. There are two 
alternatives
• Using separate algorithms for channel estimation and data  symbol detection 
(coherent)
• Iterated soft decision interference cancellation approach.
ISDIC (iterated soft decision interference cancellation) is a very good approach 
for interfere cancellation(Ic).If IC is only for the multiuser detection component in 
combination with standard single user channel estimation schemes as described in
[18], this simple integration of these procedures results in a considerable performance 
loss since channel estimation is done without exploiting information on multiuser 
interference. Such a degradation appears with rising system loads also for more 
advanced channel estimation techniques proposed in [1 1 , 1 2 ] which apply multiuser
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Figure 6-1: Proposed Receiver for DS-CDMA system
interference suppression filters or use partial interference cancellation, but neglect 
the residual multiuser interference in the design of the channel estimation filter which 
cause the degradation.
To overcome these problems ISDIC proposed in [13,44] to account for the decreas­
ing interference variance in the channel estimation algorithm as well as for multiuser 
detection so the basic principles of ISDIC is applied to both problems.
After considering all the facts about turbo coded multiuser detection and channel 
estimation we proposed the following receiver by which we can achieve improved 
performance. Figure 6-1 depicts the complete scheme of iterative multiuser detection 
with integrated channel estimation procedure.In this chapter we described each part 
of this receiver in details.
6.1 ISD IC  for B o th  M ultiuser D etectio n  and C han­
nel E stim ation
Figure 6-2 gives us detail process of interference cancellation procedure tha t is de­
scribed in [13].In our proposed receiver we use same interference cancellation tech-
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Figure 6-2: Receiver model for ISDIC described at [13]
nique. In iteration m new estimates h™ [rj\ are found for each user and all path 
weights. After knowing these path  estimates and the pre detection codesymbol prob­
abilities of the interfering users , the multiuser detector calculates successively new 
extrinsic codesymbol probabilities (these equal the postdetection codesymbol proba­
bilities for the given receiver) for all users which are after deinterleaving fed into the 
single user MAP- SSE decoders.In this process every decoder generates new post de­
coding codesymbol probabilities which are required for the next iteration loop. Now 
all probability vectors contain as before only the codesymbol probabilities which be­
long to data  symbols. For the pilot symbols no probabilities have to be generated 
since they are known exactly to the receiver. Having outlined the basic principle 
of iterated channel estimation, multiuser detection and single user decoding, in the 
following the design of the filters, the calculation of the path weight estimates as well 
as the derivation of the codesymbol probabilities are explained in detail while using 
iterative soft decision interference cancellation for multiuser detection.
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6.1.1 Transmission m odel
Iterative channel estimation, multiuser detection and single user decoding is ex­
plained in this section. We restrict ourselves to equivalent complex baseband trans­
mission model where Bk[i\ and Sk,i(t) =  J2c=i Sc,k[i]y(t ~  Ĉ c) denote kth user’s 
transm itted signal model and its spreading sequence in the p th  transmission inter­
val respectively. Here g { t )  means a \ J n y q u i s t  impulse normalised in such a way 
tha t J™ g ( r ) g * ( T  — cTc)dr = <S[c], c G Z The channel symbol (encoded information 
bit) sequence of kth user fe*[ 1], ...bk[M],bk[i] G x  — ( i l )  is obtained by multiplexing 
M (p  — 1 ) /p  information bearing channel symbol and fofc»[1], ■ ■■bki[M(p — l)/p], with 
M /p(uncoded) pilot symbols bkp[l], ...bkp[M/p\, which will be used for channel esti­
mation. The information bearing channel symbol is generated by turbo encoding of 
the kth user data sequence dk[i] and then it is passed through a random interleaver 
life.The pilot symbols are randomly choosen from set %-Every user transm it p — 1 
channel symbol carrying information and after tha t one pilot symbol.The chips are 
generated from randomly as 5C]fc[i] G { (± l/\/7 7 } , Vc .Sk,i(t)is normalized signature 
wevform of kth.  user i  th  code bit. we have defined Ts =  N T C where Tc is the chip time 
interval . The Channel has a time variant weight function by which the symbols are 
transm itted. The m ultipath propagation is modeled by tap delay line channel model 
and the fading process is modeled by jakes fading model stated in chapter 2 .The
path gains g o , k ( t ) ,  g L - i ,k { t )  are independent and identically distributed complex
gaussian random process with auto correlation
4>{t ) =G W ,fe (t)V (i +  =  ° l M ^ f D T ) y N k  (6 .1 )
J 0 and f  D  denotes zeroth order bessel function of first kind and maximum doppler 
frequency.The variance of path gain is af k = 1 /L  and path delays tj* G [0, LTC] .The 
path delays are known in the receiver side.
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So we have transm itted signal ie modulated channel symbol sequence is
M
x k(t) = A kJ 2  K {l )sk,i(t) where A k is amplitude and M is number is code bit per 
1 = 1
Lk
frame, now we have hk{t) — 9ki(b)^(b ~  Tki) and
1=1
s'k,i{t) =  [  s k,i(t ~  T)hk{t)dT =  ^ 2 g 'ki(t)sk,i(t -  Tki) (6.2)
i  i=i
so we can write received signal as ,
K M
r W =  'Y ^ Akbk ^ ) S'kAt ) +  a n ^ )
k= 1 i= 1 
K M L
= E  ' ^ 2 A kbl i i )9ki(i)skti(t -  Tkt) +  crn(t)
fc=i i=i i=i
(6.3)
Where n(t) is additive while gaussian noise with power spectrum density a 2 so 
according to equation (5.14) we have derived in chapter 5 we can write part of sufficient 
statistics as
A  K
Z ki( i)=  +  +  +  (6-4)
j=—A k'=l i'=l
for simplicity we are writing cruki(i) =  nkj(i)  and b]^(i) =  bK(i) in this chapter from 
here forth.
6.1.2 Channel Estim ation
For channel estimation we use pilot symbol . Let us suppose th a t each p th  symbol 
estimate b™~l (rj) in iteration m — 1  is a known symbol ie, a pilot symbol 77 =  0 , +p....+  
M /p  .Now channel e s tim a te ^ (7 1 (7? + j)  for j  =-1,0,1 and symbol estimate br/!~l {p+ j)  
for j  =-1,0,lis found in the (m —l)th  iteration will be used to cancel the MUI resulting
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from users k  ^  K  and ISI from paths I 7  ̂ L  and the modified received signal with 
out interference for iteration m  will be
The channel estimation filter is of order 2£ and defined as / /^ i7[?7] -The new channel 
estimate is found from the output of the filter [p +  7 ], 7  =  0, ■ ■■■■, p — 1.
6.1.3 Channel Estim ation Filter D esign
The Channel estimation filters are chosen according to MMSE criterion . MMSE 
criterion is chosen in order to benefit from declining multiuser interference,interpath 
interference and intersymbol interference.MMSE filter can be described as
Z; , r N  =  9ki[v]bK{v) +  ni'k[rj\
1 K  L
; = -1 1 1=1
W if  
j=Q,k'—k
= 9ki[v]bK[v\ + n . r M
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the interference n l ™ [rj] is treated as zero mean white gaussian noise with power
= £i \n™k[v}\2} (6 -6 )
for computation efficiency.
We assume the filter delivers channel estimate and also zero mean gaussian dis-
—m
tributed estimation error n l k [77 +  7 ] 
with power
+ 7] = efln&fo + ^ l2} ~  1 / L  ~  W M T f C k . M  (6-7)
So we can write
(9ki[rj]bK [n\ ~  9ki [ v] ^K[ v] )a s  9 ki[v ](^k [v ] ~  bK [v]) +  n ^ [ r ] ] b K [p]
The correlation between the estimation and the estimation error is negligible .The 
estimate brk ~l [rj\ is obtained by the expectation of bx [t]] conditioned on the aposteriori 
probabilities provided by the decoders.
The noise variance of the specific time slot fj is approximated by
1 K
a h w  = E E l l  E  P lZ I k * ' , . ' )  ^  V +  ^ y v l \9 +  -  K ~ l \9  +  3 ] I 2 )
j= - i fc=i i- i
l & ' i f
j = 0 , k '= k
L
l-i]+ E Kw'Jv,v+3}\24r:k-'ifi+jf 2*\ + a'
i=i 
W i f  
j = 0 ,k '  = k
(6 .8)
here cr2 =  e{|n;ife[z]|2 }Vi, k ,i  = 1 M
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if we assume that (phh[0] =  (j)hh[OTs\ the filter parameters will be
=  ((&** M7? -  CpDVwJ-Cp -  t ] ,  , ( K  l Vi +  CpDVUCp -  7]))r  (6.9)
c m  =
1 |6fc‘" 1 [^ -C p ] |2 0w,[O]+ffflm[,_ Cp] .............  ^ _1 h-Cp](&Z*_1[>7 +  Cp])*0w.[2Cp] ^
&r1[»7+p-cp](6r1[»?-cp])vhfc[p] i
V +   I ^ _1[p + Cp]I20^[o]+ ^ m [7)+Cp] j
(6 .10)
So in this way we find the estimated channel information g™t [rj +  7 ] for all time 
slots including the pilot symbol ones.When 7  =  0  we have the estimated channel 
information for the pilot symbol time slots.
6.1.4 M ultiuser detection
The new channel estimates found from the channel estimation filter will be used to 
determine new interference reduced signals and pass these signals through multiuser 
interference suppression filters in order to recover the data  symbols and solve the 
extrinsic codesymbol probabilities for all users. The multiuser interference cancella­
tion procedure can be done by either interference suppression technique as described 
in [13]or by the soft interference cancellation procedure described in chapter 5 in 
subchapter Soft Interference Cancellation.For serial process we have the interference 
cancelled signal mentioned below
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L
1=1
+  E  E E p ( * . o ( * ' . i ' ) t ® ’ ® + + f t ^ + f t ~ ^ + f t ) + w + f t ^ + f t )
j = - 1 1=1 k ' < k
+ E E J2 p[(k.L',‘>)f*’*+ t*+-W6̂*+ft - ̂ +
j = - l  1=0  k ' > k
k ' ^ k i f j =0
+ n \ A  i + j]h [ i + ft)
(6 .11)
which can be used for maximum ratio combining. In alternative method of soft 
interference cancellation we have the received signal from (6 .4).By (5.25)we can write 
received signal after maximum ration combiner with out filtering of any interference 
is
A
yii)  =  G (i)H((i)  =  ^  G (i)a R ^ \ i ) G ( i  + j ) A b v (i + j )  + G (i)Hu(i) (6 .1 2 )
u(i)
here for notation simplicity we assume G = G 
where gk(i) = [ gkl{i) . . .  gkL{j) ]T [L -  vector] 
and
G(i) =  diag ( g ^ i)  ■■■ gK (i) )T [(KL  x K ) -  matrix]
After soft multiuser detection we have the Extrinsic information delivered by soft 
instantaneous MMSE filter is
^ m K ( i )] =
\z k ( i ) /hcW2J +  \_z k ( i )  +  V k ( i ) 2 \
1(0 *>*(*)
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=  4jR{^fc(i)^fc(i)} AU{zk{i)}
vl(i)
(6 .13)
now after getting this MEI we feed this information to the CEI decoder same as 
described in chapter 5. Based on the a priory LLR of the code bits of all users 
prodived by the CEI decoder of the previous iteration!Ac [&£(0]}*^'pi=i i the soft 
estimates of user code bit are found
& J ( 0 = ^ Q « ( i ) ] )  (6-14)
after de-interleaving, these soft estimated bits are used to calculate the interference 
suppression filter and as well as the channel estimation filter for the next iteration.
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Chapter 7
Simulation Results
The proposed schemes are simulated extensively using software. Comparison is done 
by applying the same conditions and criterions.In this chapter we provide simulation 
examples form various literature as well as from our proposed system which will give 
us idea and insight about the fact th a t lead us to design such kind of receiver.Different 
simulation results helped us to chose proper coding, channel estimation method and 
decoding algorithm .
Sim ulation  o f iterative decod ing
The performance of matched filter receiver and iterative receiver is depicted in the 
figure 7-1.
Bit error rate vs. Eb/NO performance of rate 1/2 constrain length 3 turbo coded 
K=5 N =7 DS-CDMA system over fully flat fading channel shows us tha t the per­
formance gain by iterative decoding over traditional matched filter receiver.lt shows 
with only one iteration we can achieve significant performance gain over non iterative 
system.The full simulation param eter is given in [45]
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Figure 7-1: Bit error rate vs. Eb/NO performance of rate 1/2 constrain length 3 
turbo coded K =5 N=7 DS-CDMA system over fully flat fading channel ( The figure 
is regenerated from [45])






Figure 7-2: Bit error rate vs. Eb/NO performance of iterative DS-CDMA system with 
SISO multiuser detector ( The figure is regenerated from [7])
Sim ulation  o f convolution  coded  system  w ith ou t chan­
nel estim ation
The performance of iterative multiuser receiver with K = 6  is depicted in the figure 
7-2.Here the performance is given for synchronous CDMA system with approximate 
SISO algorithm is used.Each user has equal power . This simulation environment is 
described in [7].Here we see after 5 iteration the performance of the receiver comes 
close to single user bound.
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Figure 7-3: Bit error rate vs. Eb/NO performance of turbo coded DS-CDMA system 
over m ultipath fading channel( The figure is regenerated from [8 ])
Sim ulation  o f tu rb o  coded  system  w ith ou t channel 
estim ation
The performance of iterative turbo multiuser receiver and rake receiver in m ultipath 
fading channel with K = 6 ,processing gain N=16 ,vehicle speed=60 km /h  , data rate 
=38.4 kb/s, carrier frequency =2.0 GHz is depicted in the figure 7-3.Here in all 
cases five inner iteration is done.In the figure iteration refers to outer iteration. This 
simulation environment is described in [8 ]
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Figure 7-4: Half rate conv. Code Pilot symbol 5, Estimated channel with 1 and 5 
iteration ,Perfect channel 1-5 iteration Frame=400
Sim ulation  com parison o f convolutional coded  sys­
tem  w ith  and w ith ou t channel estim ation
To see the performance of designed channel estimation system ,we simulated our 
system with 1/2 rate convolution code with constrain length 5 (with generator in 
octal 23,35 ).Each user uses a different interleaver with same block size.the Pilot 
symbol distance is 5.The figure 7-4 shows comperison of ber performance of estimated 
channel 1 and 5 iteration with perfect known channel 1 to 5 iteration. The transm itted 
frame size was M=400.The number of user K = 6 ,and the spreading sequence is of 
length N =7.The number of paths of each user is L=3.The path  delays are generated 
randomly and they are in terms of number of chip intervals which is distributed 
between [0, LTc].
The figure shows th a t with estimated channel information significant performance 
gain after 5 iteration .
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Figure 7-5: Iterative Channel estimation with interface cancellation for DS-CDMA 
System For K = 6 , N=16,L=3
Sim ulation  com parison o f turbo  coded  system  w ith  
and w ith ou t channel estim ation
In the next simulation ,in figure 7-5 we have done different iterations to see the 
performance of proposed receiver in unknown channel.The performance gain found 
by the proposed receiver comes close to tha t of known channel after 7 iterations.
Sim ulation  com perison  o f convolution  coded  system  
w ith  tu rb o  coded  system
Here in figure 7-6 we simulated our system with 1/2 rate Conv. Code with block size 
1024. The rate of turbo code is also made 1/2 with puncturing mechanism. The con­
volution code is (58, 78) and the turbo code is (1, 58 /7 8 ,5 8 /7 8) .Pilot symbol distance
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Figure 7-6: Comparison between convolutional code and turbo coded system in mod­
erate fading environment(fdTs=.002)
is 10 .For estimated channel 7 iteration and for perfect channel 5 iteration is done.
Here we see significant performance gain is archived in high SNR region.
So we can conclude from this simulation result tha t in low SNR region and in 
m ultipath fading channel with unknown channel ,the powerful turbo code cannot take 
advantage of coding gain as expected. Because performance of turbo code mostly 
depends on the error free channel information. For known channel ,turbo coded 
system outperforms convolutional coded system significantly. But it is interesting to 
notice tha t in higher SNR the turbo coded system again outperforms considerably 
the convolution coded system.
As we used iterative channel estimation system ,our receiver performs well even 
in unknown channel with turbo code.
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Figure 7-7: Iterative Channel estimation with interface cancellation for DS-CDMA 
System ,ber performance comparison ,BT=.005
B er perform ance o f proposed  receiver
In this section in figure 7-7 ,we compare the performance of the proposed iterative 
receiver to different kind of receivers,namely an iterative hard decision receiver ,a 
non-iterative receiver and a receiver proposed in [32]. A rate 1/3 binary turbo code 
is chosen with constituent encoders having a generator polynomialG =  n(D )/d (D ) = 
(1 + D 2 )/( l + D + D 2).hn  block interleaver with size I =  3000 used. There are 7 
iterations in the channel decoder. The channel in simulation is obtained form the 
Jake’s fading model as described in previous chapters.Here the normalized doppler 
BT=0.005.The pilot insertion rate is 1/61.After seven iteration it is seen tha t our 
proposed receiver out perform all other receiver compared here.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and future directions
In this thesis the turbo principle applied to multiuser detection was investigated. 
The main question was: Is there any performance gain tha t can be achieved by 
using turbo coded -multiuser-detection instead of classical- multiuser detection (clas- 
sical=no turbo/convolution coded) and under what conditions and costs can these 
performance gains be achieved?. This question was answered by comparing the BER 
chart of the turbo coded multiuser detection architecture with the BER chart of a 
non-turbo multiuser detector. The BER chart showed tha t a turbocoded multiuser 
detection architecture outperforms a non turbo coded multiuser detector dram ati­
cally and for a fixed BER . The costs of this performance gain were not evaluated. 
However, a reference to literature, where the complexity of the non-turbo multiuser 
detector and a reference to the sections in this thesis where the complexity of the 
turbo multiuser detection architecture can be found, were given.
8.1 R ecom m endations
• Soft decision feedback iterative channel estimation algorithm gives the best 
channel estimation result. Iterative channel estimation algorithm with interfer­
ence canceller both in channel estimation and MUD improves channel estimation
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performance in heavily loaded DS-CDMA systems.
• The extrinsic information provided by the turbo decoders are more reliable 
than the convolution maximum a posteriori (MAP) decoders, because of the 
concatenated structure of turbo code. So incorporating iterative channel es­
tim ation algorithm with turbo decoders improves the performance of receiver 
which exploits the power of both techniques.
• Since this system employs Turbo coding, it is advantageous to use as large 
blocks as possible. This would also increase the channel bit interleavers size, 
which is critical for the good performance of the system over fading channels.
• Simulation results demonstrate tha t the proposed receiver shows better result 
in high SNR region even with small block size with slightly added complexity. In 
low SNR the convolutional code performs better in very fast fading m ultipath 
channel when channel information is unknown. But in high SNR and with iter­
ative channel estimation as proposed in our thesis with turbo code we can get 
significant gain over convolution code. Proposed receiver can be extended to im­
prove the performance of DS-CDMA systems in other fading wireless channels.
•  To identify the constraints for employing Turbo codes with imperfect channel 
estimates in DS-CDMA more extensive research is needed because of involve­
ment of various parameters which shapes the performance of turbo code in 
wireless environment .
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Glossary
3G third generation
ACI adjacent channel interference
ACTS Advanced Communications Technologies Services
AMPS Advance Mobile Phone Service
APP a posteriori probabilities
AWGN additive white Gaussian noise
BCJR Bahl et al.
BER bit error rate
BPSK binary phase shift keying
BS base station
CCI co-channel interference
CDMA code division multiple acces
CLPC closed-loop power control
CP cyclic prefix
DS direct sequence
DS-CDMA direct sequence code division multiple access
ETSI European Telecommunications Standars Institute
FCC Federal Communications Comision
FDMA frequency division multiple access
FEC forward error correction
FFT Fast Fourier Transform
FH frequency hopping
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LLR logarithm of likelihood ratio
MAI multiple access interference
MAP maximum a posteriori
MF matched filter
ML maximum likelihood
MLSE maximum likelihood sequence estimator
MMSE minimum mean squared error
MRC maximum ratio combining
MUD multiuser detection
PIC parallel interference cancellation
PN pseudo-noise
RSC recursive systematic convolutional code
SCCC serial concatenated convolutional codes
SIC successive interference cancellation
SISO soft input soft output
SNR signal to noise ratio
SOVA soft output Viterbi algorithm
SS spread spectrum
TDMA time division multiple access
VA Viterbi algorithm
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